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KING IS DEAD

NEW MEXICO. TUESDAY EVENING

RAILWAY RATES
I.

DenmarR'sNewSovereign
Takes Thront Father

Hepburn Bill Claims At

Left Yesterday.
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Copenhagen,
30. Frederick
Jan.
VIII. was proclaimed king of Denmark
at noon today, in front of the palace.
Premier Chrlstensen appeared on the
balcony and announced to the 60,000
people assembled in the square below, the death of King Christian IX.,
and the accession of his eldest son.
The premier then called for cheers
for King Frederick.
The new ruiei
joined the premier on the balcony,
and in a short speech declared that
he woHld follow the' example set by
his father, and that he hoped that the
harmony between the King and the
nation would continue as heretofore
His majesty concluded by calling for
King
cheers for. the fatherland.
Frederick received a warm hearted
greeting from the crowd whose cheers
mingled with the national anthem.
ARE USING UP OUR
NATURAL RESOURCES.
New York, Jan. 30. "This country
today is like a boy who inherited a
big fortune and is living on it without
earning anything himself." said James
J. Hill, who returned from the west
yesterday. "It is all very well to talk
about our great prosperity, but we are
spending what has been earned, not
what we are earning now. We are
using up our capital and have become
an extravagant nation."
Hill would
not admit that the country is tending
toward
because he
said, if he should do so, the people
would call him a croaker, but, "the
consular and other Teports show that
Japan Is Bending us more than we are
sending to Japan, and it behooves us
to be watchful for our position among
commercial nations,"
DIFFERENCE OVER
SCOUT SHIP EQUIPMENT.
Washington, D. C, Jan. 30. The
naval strategists who figured out the
batteries needed for. ships of war bow
ay that the new scouts for which designs are being made should be provided with armament, which will give
them some value 1n an engagement.
It was Intended that the scouts Bhould
be lightly armed, it being the function
of the ship to have sufficient speed to
elude an unfriendly pursuer. It was
considered, therefore, that 3 Inch
twelve on each ship, would suffice to
repel torpedo boats which alone could
be expected to overtake and attack
the scouts. Now, It seems, the scouts
are to lie equipped with 5 inch guns,
which, according to some of the of
ficers, would take the scout out oi Its
class, although placing it in no other
dlHtlnctive and definite class. The 3
inch guns wil have a place on board,
although less In number than originally intended and the saving in weight
will be employed by having two guns,
each of the 5 inch rapid fire type.
The change does not meet with the
approval of all experts of the service,
but it li quite probable that it will be
adhered to, nevertheless.
A

MORE MONEY ASKED
FOR ARMY OFFICERS.
Washington, D. C, Jan. 30. Gen
eral F. S. Dodge, paymaster general
of the army, U anxious to have the
approval of congress for his application for increasing the commutation of
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Accidents.

Two Passenger Trains on the Will Seek Such Federal Legis-

lation as Stock Raising

Great Northern Collide on
Straight Track.

EXPENSES

ML'ROO MACKENZIE

Galesbura. til.. .Tn an i
train No. 1, westbound, on the Santa
re roaa. went into the ditch at Laura,
tWentV-flVe
milfVI West rf horn onrl
today. The smoker, chair car and
u"KB"Ke ua express cars were overturned. The conductor and two nas- seilKCrs Wem Inlurnri. lint nnl airl,.i,a.
ly. No persons were killed. Traffic
was not delayed,

Denver, Jan. 80. WHta the avowe
purpose of reuniting their forces and!
making a vigorous campaign for th
federal legislation desired by stockmen, the delegates to the Ninth Annual convention of the Live Stock
assoclatkn and to the Second Annual
convention of the American Stock
Growers association, met in Joint convention today in this city.
Addresses By Two Presidents.
rt-- ui
esses setting forth the existing;
conditions in the live stock industry
and the requirements of stockmen,
were made by Frank J. Hagenbarth,
president of the National association,
and Murdo MacKenzlo, president of
the American association.
previous
to the meeting of the merged convention, the delegates In separate sessions adopted the plan of amalgamating the two organizations under tit
name ot the American National Lir
Stock association, which was reported)
by the respective executive committees
to the two associations.
Murdo MacKenzie Elected.
At the conclusion of his address,
Hagenbarth nominated Murdo Mac-K- en
r.le as president of the American.
National Live Stock association tot
the ensuing year. He was unanimously elected, the constitution and bylaws being suspended for that purpose.
Pinchot Welcomes for President.
City Attorney Harry A. Lindsley
and Former Governor Alva Adams
made welcoming speeches.
Gifford
Pinchot, chief of the federal bureau
nt forestry, delivered a greeting from
President Roosevelt, to which John W.
Springer responded.
Want Longer Car Time.
S. II. Cowen, of Texas, introduced
resolution in support of the bill befors
congress to Increase the number of
hours in which cattle may be kept la
cattle cars without unloading from 88
to 36. It was referred to the committee on resolutions. President
was authorized to appoint ths
committee on resolutions and erodes.- - '
tlals and the convention adjourned until tomorrow.

THREE KILLED.

TOWNSEND ADVOCATES
MEASURE AT LENGTH.
Washington, D. C, Jan. 30. opening what promises to be a week of
discussion on the railroad rate bill,
Representative
Townsend, of Michigan addressed the house today, elucidating practically every phase of
the rate making problem, and de
scribing In detail the terms of the
Hepburn bill.' Regarding the question
as one of the most Important ever
before the congress, Townsend advocated the bill as the correct remedy
for the evils which exist, and predict
ed that notwithstanding the protests
of the. road3, greater prosperity would
come to them under Its provisions
than otherwise.
He called attention to the tremendous strides of the year In the transportation business In the face of the
legislation which the last congress in
itiated. The present bill, he said, was
the very least the people would accept. In brief. It attempts to place
under the supervision of the Inter
state commerce commission every
form of interstate and foreign com
of
merce, and all Instrumentalities
commerce and transportation.

IN A

St. Paul, Minn., Jan. 3d.
Northern's OrientHi

it

westbound, and passenger train No.
eastbound, collided head-o- n
on a
straight track, a mile west of Columbia Falls. Mont., at 10:40 lam niirht.
Two firemen and one express messen
ger were Kiiieti. two engineers, a
conductor and a mall clerk- - were Injured. No passengers were injured.
With the exception of the engines and
iu express cars, no serious damage
was done to tho trnlna Tho ranu nf
the collision has hot leen learned.
z ten Columbia Falls at 7:10 p.
m., and No. 1 was scheduled to leave
there at 9 o'clock.
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MOTOR DAY AT THE

IMPORTANT FACTS AS

PALM BEACH RESORT

TO STATEHOOD BILL
Senate Amendments Do Not Affect Either the Un-

Lake Worth Pala Scene With
House Boats and Motor
Enthusiasts.

iversity Here or the Agricultural College
PRIZES GIVEN EXCELLENCE

At Las Cruces.

CLAIM THE
CRFDIT ftF RATE BILL.
Washington, D. C, Jan. 30. When
TownBend concluded, Adams, of Georgia, followed la. support of the Wll.'Hel
gave great credit to President Roosevelt for his stand on rate control, and
referred to him as the "ablest, most
honest and fearless republican president we ever had." He said that the
principles of the bill were embodied
in the democratic platform, but the
accept such
democrats are glad t
powerful aid as the republican president had given them.

Promises

to Become Permanent
Winter Festival of Very

DEMOCRATS

SO SAYS SPECIAL TO CITIZEN FROM WASHINGTON

Washington, D. C, Jan. 80. Replying to yours of even date, would say
that the amendments made by the
senate committee on territories, were
made not to the original bill, Introduced by Representative Hamilton, of
Michigan, dated January 6, and numbered 10.T19, but to the bill as amended by the house committee on territories, numbered 12,707, committed to
WILL PAY FUNERAL
the committee of the whole house on
EXPENSES OF MITCHELL. January 23, and passed by the house
Washington. D. C Jan. 30. a res on January 25. This amended bill
olution providing for the payment of; differed In several particulars
from
the funeral expenses of the late Sen-- : the original Hamilton bill, one of
ator Mitcnell, amounting to $547, was them being that considerably more
adopted by the senate today. The, land is donated to the new state, and
resolution directing the secretary of. another Is that the new state is althe navy to send to the senate the lowed to have two universities and
at Annapo- two agricultural schools, none of the
records of courts-martia- l
a
lis in the cases of Midshipmen
four institutions now existing being
and Mayo, and also directing him affected by the admission to stateto inform the senate as to his author- hood. Delegate Andrews secured the
ity for his proceedings, was adopted. two Important amendments just mentioned.
STILL CELEBRATING
The Hamilton bill contained this
BIRTHDAY.
BURNS'
language:
"Sixth That the capital
Boston. Mass., Jan. 30. The Cale- of said state shall temporarily be at
donian Club of this city hag engaged the city of Santa Fe, In the present
Mechanics' hall, on Huntington ave- territory f New Mexico, and the
nue, for this evening, and will hold Ms university and agricultural college of
annual celebration in honor of Robert said state shall be temporarily located
It promises to be at Tucson, In the present territory of
Burns' birthday.
Arizona, and shall not be changed
one of the largest gatherings of
of this city and vicin- therefrom previous to Anno Domini,
ity ever held. Chieftain George Scott 1915, but the location of said capital
of the club will preside and Governor and university and agricultural colGuild and Mayor Fitzgerald will be lege may, after said year, be permapresent and among the speakers. nently fixed by the electors of said
There will also be an Interesting mus- state, voting at an election to be proical program and the celebration will vided for by the legislature."
The amended bill, which passed the
end with a dance.
Mar-zon-

i

Scottish-A-

mericans

TESTING STRENGTH OF

house, omitted the university and agricultural college and reads: "Sixth
That the capital of said state shall
temporarily be at the city of Santa
Fe, in the present territory of New
Mexico, and shall not be changed
therefrom previous to Anno Domini
1915, but the location of said capital
may, after said year, be fixed by the
electors of said state, voting at an
election to be provided for by the
legislature."
This sentence the senate committee amended by inserting
the word permanent before location,
making It read "but the permanent location of said capital may, after etc."
If the bill as Senator Ileverldge reported It from the committee, shall be
passed by the senate and voted for
by the people, the new state of Arizona would begin life with two universities and two agricultural
s.

Except the amendment of the senate .committee giving $175,000 for
election expenses, the other amendments by the senate are absolutely
unimportant.
SOME

THINGS DOING
IN VARIOUS

LINES.

Special to The Citiz' ii.
Washington, Jan. i!0. The friends
of Joint statehood are trying to make
the statehood bill t be unfinished
business before the senate. The success or failure of the effort largely
depends upon the course of three senators Clark,' of Arkansas, democrat,
who Is claimed as for the bill; Ilur-ket- t,
who Is
of Nebraska,
doubtful; and what Koraker of Ohio,
shall do about his amendment.
Delcdgate Andrc.vs is working on
various bills In the house and senate
committees, among them being Increased pensions for Marglas Ousters,
Saturnino Baca, ami Francis M. Hal-leDelegate Smith of Arizona, has introduced a bill fur the election of
Judges and clerks In ihe district courts
of Arizona.

TIMBERS OF THE WEST
ready show that, though it Is not so
strong or serviceable as red fir, its
structural value compares favorably
with that of lobloolly or Virginia pine,
and that It therefore deserves to be
marketed on lis merits. The effect of
publishing reliable information In regard t the mechanical properties of
this timber by the forest service will
be to enrourage its legitimate use and
to remove existing prejudices against
it.

CHICAGO MARCHING
CLUB AT NASHVILLE
Jan. SO. The
Nashville, Tenii
Cook County Mar' ), ng Club, one hunstrong, and lta
dred and elgh' i
y pieces, arrived
famous band cf
hero this mornii j. .n Its return from
Cuba to ChicaiM und was received
''-lby the local di
organizations
with great urh' asm. The Cook
County Marching ( ib is composed of
members of the I'" k county democracy, and was organized In 1882. This
Is the fifth southern tour of the club.
The Cook county
is an organization compa-i-of two thousand
democrats of Cook ounty, Illinois, ant
has for many years took an aet!w
Part in all politu j! battles of tho
democracy, not oi.y In Chicago, but
also in cities lu tjrious parts of th
country.
The Marching ('Mb will spend the
wh.de day In Ui c':y and will be the
guest of the
democratic clu'j
and organization-- . The program for
the day includes ;i parade of the club
through the prim
streets of the
City. a concert v 'he club's band, an
automobile rldo '.ml a banquet. The
('"b will start ..a i's Journey ut 11
o'clock tonight.
c

During the Lewis and Clark Centennial Exposition at Portland, Ore.,
a testing station was operated In 'connection with the forest exhibit of the
government exhibit, and tests of structural timbers oi large sizes were made
daily. At tne close of the exposition
the machine was reinstalled at Eugene, Ore., where the University of
Oregon had equipped a testing plant
with the forespecially to
est service in this work, and special
investigations to determine the ej.
feet of knots on the strength of red
carried on. At Seattle,
fir are
Wash., the State University has also
completed a testing laWatory, which
will be operated by the forest service
with the university.
l.m
in
Here Investigations of western hem-locwill be conducted along the lined
followed wl'h rod Tr at t'ue University
St. Louis, Mo!
of Oregon.
'i'liet. at 6.
bt-i-
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Spelter.

Great Prominence.
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ANOTHER VERSION GIVING
CAUSE OF ACCIDENT.
Spokane, Wash., Jan, 30. Advices
received here state that the wreck
near Columbia Falls was caused by
the Oriental Limited running past the
station without orders.- Two firemen
and two express messengers were
suiea, two engineers and five passen
gers reported injured.
New York Money Market.
New York, Jan. 30. Money on call,
hlglier, at 4 per cent: prime mercan
percent. Bar sll
tile paper,- - I'fcm'D
ver, 65 "too. ..

COL. W. T. PERKINS

i

-
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GOVERNOR OF ALASKA
Nome,
Alaska, Jan. 30. Alaska
politics have once more reached the
slxzllng point as a result of the announcement, by Governor Brady that
he will soon resign In order to devote
all his time to his many private business interests, largely mining.
It Is almost certain that Col. Wm.
T. Perkins, of Nome,
one of the
founders of the Arctic Brotherhood,
Its past grand chief, and a represen- -

a

au-toi-

OVER LENGTH, THAT
CATTLE 8TAY IN CARS.
W;ihiiif;!ou, I). C, Jan. 30. The
( ' itiimit t
on Interstate and
i;
Commerce began the hearing
Fur.
nu for and against the Bte-;!:- .
nf
:.s l,::i today, which is for the
o? from eight to forty hours
time cattle may be allowed ,
as f

'n

i1;.
th.- -

cars. Representative!
'"
Untitle Society apeared
be-f,i-

committee In oppobltiou to
a number of represents-- j
' tV.e western cattle trade
,;n .!,;: uvjrel the adoption of the

th..

bill.

!

;ii, while

i
I

zle

BROWN UNIVERSITY
IS RAISING MONEY.
Providence, R. I., Jan. 30. The
Rev. Dr. H. J. Faunce, president ot

Brown University, is preparing to Issue a call to the alumni of Crown
University, asking them to contribute,
to a fund of 1150.000 for a new 1300,-00- 0
library building for the university.
Andrew Carnegie has nromtserf ilKn.
000 for that purpose provided ths
muium oi me university raise s similar amount, in accordance with s
suggestion made by Mr. Carnegie the
nbrary will be named the John Hay
Memorial Library. The late 8ecretr
of state was a member of the class ot
and this will be the first memorial
erected to his memory. Work on ths
building will be begun an noun
tho
entire sum of 1300,000 has been col
lecieu. The present library of Brown
University is entirely Inadequate. ' At
the present time there are 30,000 vot
umes in the basement or the building
growing reen with mould, becauss
there Is no room to shelf them properly. Other books are Rtnrext
In
sixteen different places all over ths
campus, in places where they are sot
secure against fire. Another aggravating feature is that contributions Ot
valuable literature offered or promised, had to be declined, as there was
no room for additional books.

t,

1.

Vy

tative of several of the largest mining- corporations in the Nome district, will
no n men as uis successor.
The delegates to congress named
by the recent Alaska convention and
other Alaska politicians are Interest
ing themselves, it is said, stronnlv In
behalf of Perkins' candidacy.
ho far little substantial opposition
to Perkins has developed, and this
mainly In southeastern
Alaska, but
Inasmuch ns the southeastern and the
Nome districts are eternally at war,
such opposition is to be expected. It
Is true, however, that Perkins has all
the "friends at court."

TELEPHONE RATES
ARE CUT IN TWO.
New York, Jan. 30. The New York

Telephone company has announces,
that, beginning with June 1st, of this
year, there would be a reduction In
the local pay station rate from 1
cents to 6 cents. The arrangement
will become effective in all the boroughs at tho same time. The only
reservation from that date will be is
some of the hotels and apartment
houses, where special facilities and
help are furnished by the notel proprietor, the rate remaining at
as now.

OBSERVING EXECUTION

OF KING CHARLES 1ST

N',--

r

IS PRESIDENT

Mae-Ken-

MAY SOON BECOME

Palm Beach, Fla., Jan. ,30. Lake
Worth, that picturesque and tranquil
body of water near Palm Deach, Is
the Mecca of thousands of winter vis
itors and motornoat enthusiasts today
and the hundreds of houseboats and
other boats on the beautiful lake,, all
gaily decorated and filled with fes
tiveiy attired people, presented a
highly
picturesque and attractive
sight. The event, which attracted all
these people, is the second annual re
gatta of the Palm Reach Motorhoat
association, which opened on Lake
Worth today. The motorhoat sport has
been gaining in popularity during the
last few years and the number of entries Is much greater this year than
last year, when the first motorhoat
carnival was held here.
There will be three racing events
today and as many on Wednesday and
Thursday. The first event today was
a ten mile race for niotorboats with
a length of hull of 30 feet or under. It
started at 11 o'clock this forenoon
and proved highly Interesting, owing
to the large number of contestants
and the remarkable speed displayed.
In the afternoon there will be two
other races; one a ten mile race for
motor boats fifty to seventy feet long;
and a twenty mile race for niotorboats
seventy or more feet long. The rating
nu a.suruueuts of the boats are com
puted by the American Powerbtfat As
sociation rule. The races are govern
ed by the rules of the same organization, but any point not fully covered
by these rules, will be decided by the
repatta committee, whose decisions
u any question will be final. In each
class iii which two or more boats fin
ish, a valuable piro will be awarded.
A prize for the best time over the mile
wi!l also be awarded.
Among the famous racing boats entered for the various events are the
biie. Simplex III, the Allen, the Mer- cdb s, U. S. A., the Six Shooter, the
I'iarko, the White Fox, Topsy, the
H est rum, the Utrchwo,:d,
the Dewey,
he Andrews, the Iake Worth and several smalled boats of great speed.
Tiieprincipal prize is the sterling
Challenger Shield, awarded the Palm
I'., a h Power Hoat Association, by 8lr
Other trophies
Thomas It. Dewar.
j.- - donated by William Uelck, H. M.
Fla.tlor, the Hoyal Poinclana. the
ltr.al.ers, tho Ueach Club, W. Gould
Hrokaw. and Greenfeal & Crosby, The
Club will give
York Motor
a prizo banner to the boat club winning the largest number of events during the carnival.
Among the visitors are many people
who came to witness the Orruond-lvtoniautomobile races. Many of
n
wiil t to Havana, to see the
road race there next week.

t

Needs.

THE RESULT WAS MOST DISASTROUS

HEAD-O-

quarters. He proposes to give a second lieutenant one room, with an ad
ditional room for each successive
grade. This will have the effect of
allowing the lieutenant general $120
a month. This allowance applies to
officers mostly on duty in large cities
where it is found impossible to obtain quarters within the allowance authorized. In the case of General Chaf
fee, for instance, he has been paying
75 a month in addition to bis author
ized commutation.
This allowance
was established many years ago be
fore the city rentals had reached their
present
proportions
and General
Dodge, haa beeu agitating the question of iucreaio for several years. He
first, introduced the subject in 1901,
when he was chief pa master at Gov
ernor's Island. At a recent hearing
before the House Military Committee
Washington, D. C, Jan. 30. The red
He urged on the members the justice
fir and the western hemlock havo
of tnis increase.
hitherto monopolized the tests made
BIG STRIKE SEEMS
by the forestry service as to mechanTO BE IMMINENT.
Npv York .lan. Xll mil icnm iitn la ical and physical properties of struc-tua- l
timbers, says Bulletin No. 105.
expressed among the employers in
the building trades, over what is char- Red fir, whose merits have long been
acterized ii an attempt to use the recognized in the west, stands without
Union
und
Central Federated
ttie question first in importance among
American Federation of Labor to force the structural timbers of the coast.
t)ie unions now working under arbitra- Lightness, strength and durability are
tion agreement, to violate it by striking its distinctive valuable qualities, and
in aid of the housesmlths. In a state- the fact that it can be obtained readment made public today, the employers ily in sticks of exceptional size withassociation denies any intention to out defects greatly enlarges its utilestablish an open shop in the other ity. In receut years its introduction
trades, and declares that if the unions to the eastern market has made rapid
violate the agreement the employers strides. The results of the tests conwill orgunir.e as strongly as possible firm conclusively the exceptional mersa as to be ready for anything which its of this timber.
may happen.
Wes'ern hemlock has not readily
been received In the market. Chief
JAIL
DOWN
MOB TEARS
among
obstacles with which it
SETTING FREE PRISONERS. has had the
to cope is the similarity cf
A
mob
(Livonia)
RU-a- ,
:i'.
Jan.
Its
name
to that of the eastern hemattacked the Jail in the center of town lock,
poorer qualities it has unthis morning, shot the sentries, broke justly whose
been held to share.
Though
open the ceils, and liberated all politilarge quantities of the timber are cut
cal prisoners. Half of a company of and sold,
they are marketed under
soldiers was s'atloued in the btillJing. tictillou8 names,
such es Washingbut so rapid and unexpected was t Inaction of the rioters that their pur- ton pine, Alaska pine and gray fir,
pose was successfully carried out. lor under Its own name the western
has even now no market
There wore many women la the at- hemlock
.s.
Yrt the results cf test al
tacking party.

New Name.

NO. I, WESTBOUND, DITCHED E0R BENEFIT OF INDUSTRY

Washington, D. C, Jan. 30. According to a special order the house today took up the Hepburn railroad rate
bill. Hepburn observed that while
no time had been set to close the debate, It had been his idea that a Tote
might be taken on the bill a week
from today. Taking up the bill la the
committee f the whole, Vreeland, of
New York, was selected to preside
over the debate. Townsend made the
opening speech.

p'n-'Vr-

NOW AT DENVER

Santa Fc and Great North Two Great Associations
ern Secure the Cad
Are Merged Under One

LEADi DEFENSE

FUNERAL

STOCKMEN ARE

i

Like Young Man Squandering Democrat Follows Who ComHis Heritage and Makpliments President and
Claims Bill.
ing Nothing.
VERGING

NUMBER 31

TWO RAILWAY

i

..Vv;a
l

30. 1000.

London, Jan.

30. Two hundred andi
.
ears ago
toaay King
Charles I was executed, and, as cus-- !
tomary, the various Legitimist and
Jacobite leagues and orders celebrated
the anniversary by holding memorial
meetings aud depositing flowers at the
foot of tho statue of. Charles I, on
Trafalgar Knunre. A lareelv attended
ferviee was held in the morning atj
St. Margaret Pattens, Rood I.ane. The!
olticlutiiig tlregy wan attired In red'
vestments, this belnb symbolical of
the blo;d of the marytyr. The service
was almost identical with that of the'
Unman Pufhiiiin Church
vo!ir th&t
the prayers and responses were in
Kiiglieh inbiead of Latin.

admirer of the martyr king had paired,
a wreath with an inscription, containing seditious sentiments, at the foot
of the statue, the wreaths and other
floral gifts were first submitted for
approval to the Commissioner of ths
Woods and Forests.
As in former
years, there a a wreath from Kdin-I'Urbearing the inscription: "Sacred
to the memory of King Charles I, beheaded by bis rebellious subjects at
Whitehall. January JO, I64y." Among
the wreaths and other floral gifts seat
in commemoruticn of the day were
some from the Royal Oak club, Edln-liurnthe Korget-me-no- t
Club; ths
Legitimist Club of St. Germain, ths
Order of the White Rose; the Thames
Vallny Legitimist
Club; the
...
Am
He. 1...... .V...
IvegiiiuiUt Club of Holywell;
eral years, ever since some too ardent Huutlngshtre, and other societies.
j
nny-seve-

.

.. ..

.

g,

h;

Whits-Cockad-

ALDUUUEKQUE EVENING CITIZEN

r.F TWO.

THE EVENING CITIZEN GERMANY COLONIZING BRAZIL
rablltked

Dally

mi

Weekly by

AS MOVE TO BREAK DOWN

The Citizen Publishing Company
at Feotnfflr for trunmntnoloii through the

Aftrmeo Diipitrhxt.
Largest City ind County Cirrulatlim.
Th Larcnt Nrw Moke Circulation
Northern Arlnma Circulation.

larft

of the man
of the man
of the n.nn
of the man
of the man
of the man

TO DO KAISER'S
HALF A MILLION TEUTONS IN COUNTRY
BIDDING IN HIS EFFORTS TO HOIST FLAG OF EMPIRE PORTUGUESE REPUBLIC IN THE COILS OF THE GERMAN FINANCIAL
fAiit1
THRALLDOM.

Official Paper of Bernalillo Courtly
and City of Albuquerque.

who thouU ba working for yout
who would gladly lend you moneyT
sh woiU like to buy your horgs?
who would buy an Interest In your buslnemf
who would buy that lot of ground?
who would buy your old tlcycleT

ALBUQUERQUE,

Citizen Want Ads, Furnish you
with names and addresses
of people wno are
Neccessary to Your Prosperity
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GERMANY'S HANCS IN
POCKETS OF BRAZIL.
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Leipzig
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another
OFINDICTMENTS, BUT WILL
third In Dresden, have been formed that are facing their country by theFER PLEA OF GUILTY.
to assist the Immigration of the kais- - Influx of Germans, and the governIt Is the general belief, from the
statement of many of the defendants
themselves, that no effort will be
made by the indicted saloon men to
fifrnt the grand Jury Indictments
against them in the district court.
Most
eay the Trinidad Advertiser.
of them propose to go into court and
nter a plea of guilty to the charges
against them and throw themselves on
the mercy of the court. The charges
are all misdemeanors and Involve fine
and Imprisonment, the latter if the
court eeea fit to Impose it. They
also declare their Intention of hereafter adherelng to the law relating to
Sunday closing and gambling. Some
rf the Indicted men may make a fight
against the gambling charge, upon the
ground that they really have not been
Kullty of that offense, but it Is believed that the balance of the cases
will be very quickly disposed of if
the defndants who have declared
themselves carry out their intentions.
Whether any organized action will be
taken in this direction is not known
tut the majority of the indicted men
seem to feel that the easiest course
Fighting the
la the best course.
charges would only involve a great expense. The saloon men have been
very prompt in responding to the
capiaseB. The sheriff has decided to
make matters as easy for them as
possible, by notifying them to appear,
and furnish bonds, and they have
ahown every disposition to assist him
In the matter. Very few have offered er's subjects into Brazil. They have ment Is being
told that It ought to
any comment whatever.
secured title to over 5,000,000 acres in take action to stop the Germanizing
various parts of BrazM, and t'heycon- of the country before it is too late,
BOTH INJURED IN
LIVELY RUNAWAY. duct a restless movement In Germany The matter has come up in the Brazll-tinduce the Teutons to become col- - ian congress and speeches have been
Last week, Gearge C. King of Taylor, was coming down from Dawson onlstg in the South American repub- - made declaring that the southern dls-H. triets
of the country already are los- to Maxwell City, driving a team beOne of the companies, the Hauseatic ing their Brazilian nationality.
longing to a resldenflt of Dawson, says
The Brazilians are growing more
the Springer Stockman. When about Colonization Corporation of Hamburg,
a mile out from Maxwell City, and has Issued a map of the state of Santa and more restless and
just as they crossed a small bridge, Catherine in South Brazil, with the feeling Is being aroused that is spread-Germa- n
districts colored and declared ing In many directions. The Germans
over an irrigating ditch, the tongue
contribute to this and openly state
snapped in two. throwing Mr. King to be "German colonies."
and another occupant of the vehicle, The German settlers are constantly their belief that Brazil must in timeviolently to the ground. For two hours being told that they are under th become dominated by Teutonic methGeorge was unconscious, and for a protection of the kaiser's warship, ods of government if the country is to
badly scarred face and otherwise 1 hey have been encouraged by the make progress.
Brazilians combat this attitude of
bruised, and a terribly black eye, that German authorities at home, acting,
resembled the relic of a rough house, of course, suit rosa. to band together the Germans, and their efforts to
lie is all ris'nt again. It was a nar- and to hold aloof from Brazilian pa- break away from the Teutonic colls
row escape from death for both. rlotlc Ideals. That Is what they are are not succeeding, very largely be- George says the other fellow hit the dolng. The settlers are forming an or. cause Germany has succeeded in load- ground about the same time he re- ganlsation to link themselves together ing the country with debts.
gained consciousness, for It was some
time before he (George) could determine whether, it was the day before yesterday, the day- after tomorrow or today, and the- stars looked
beautiful and the team la probably
running yet. Both escaped without
much damage to their clothes, however.
MISSOURI'S ATTORNEY GENERAL, WHO IS TRYING TO "GET IT ON"
THE STANDARD OIL CO., AND IS SUCCEEDING PnETTY WELL.
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mng Hadley

Its Nice to Feel Easy.
Speaking of food a Kansas City
woman Bay a:
"I had always eaten any kind of
food I fancied, and suffered no ill ef
fects till a few years ago, when I be
gan to have trouble with gas in the
stomach, to which was added, three
years ago, a condition commonly call
but which, of course
ed 'heart-buris In reulity notblnf but a bad condi
tion of the stomach, due to the use of
n,

and

affected me seriously in various ways
It depressed my spirits and filled my
mind wilh gloomy forebodings, cou
etantly. My mental powers seemed to
grow dull aud sluKgisli and my mem
ory liecame so poor that I had dKliciil
ty in recalling even the tcurre.nces
lie doctor nt
of the previous day.
agaosod my trouble as 'nervous In di
gestlou' and gave me medicine.
"One day I met a friend looking so
blooming and wholesome tba' I asked
her 'what will make me looU like you.'
When she answered that she owned
food 1 laughed at her,
it to Grape-Nut- s
lAr two long years 1 kept on eating
everything that templed my. appetite,
and taking medicine between meals
till I became thoroughly disgusted
with drugs they gave me no lasting

Herbert S, Hadley, the attorney
general of Missouri, who is making
the Standard Oil company squirm, is
a fighter.
His chin means fight.
Hadley was a county attorney in
Kansas City when J vs. W. Folk was
prosecutor at St. I.ouis. They worked
together in Folk's war on bribers and
boodlers. and when Folk ran for gov-- J

get the trade the other .known as th
trust company cannot secure,
Hadley is 32 years old. He was
born In Kansas and studied in the
State University and Northwestern
University. He was marked there as
an orator, and soon after graduation
became assistant city prosecutor of
Kansas City. In 19M he was made
county prosecutor. He tried 21 mur
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Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits

1

street.

WANTED A live apprentice boy, to
learn the painters trade. See Hudson, the South Second street painter.
WAN l'EIJ
Ueutiemeu s seconu-nanclothing. No. 515 South FlrBt street
south of viaduct. Send address ami
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor
To ligure oil painting,
WANTED
tinting, paper banging, decorating
and sigj writing; best and cheapest in .'.own. Address, K. B., this
oince.
WANTED By man and wife, position
to cook in small hotel, restaurant
or boarding house, In or out of the
Kelly, 110
city. Address James
East Coal avenue.
FOR RENT
FOR RENT Rooms for housekeep
ing. 624 West Railroad avenue.
FOR RENT Newly furnished rooms;
all modern conveniences. 522 West
Lead avenue.
FOR RENT Furnished front room in
a private family. Board if desired.
Ilu2 North Second street.
FOR RENT Alfalfa and truck ranch
for rent; one hour's drive from
town. Address William A. Brown,
Alameda.
rOR RENT Newly furnished rooms,
single and en suite. Call 519 W.
Railroad avenue. Mrs. V. Maestas.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms
with steam heat. Grant building,
Railroad avenue. Inquire
at room B.
FOR!
brick
RENT The nine-roohouse, with bath and laundry, at 211
North Fifth street. Excellent lo
s
boarding or
cation for
rooming house. Address, Mayr.br-Gunsul4

flrst-clas-

.

.

Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $10.00 and as high
as $200.00. Loans are quickly made
and Vrietly private.
Time:
One
mouth to one year given. Goods remain In your posne!slon. Our rates
are reasonable. Call and see us be
fore borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
11
Steamship tickets to and from
parts of the world.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
315 West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.
Responsible
Reliable
REAL ESTATE.

A

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities,

Extends to Depositors every Proper Accommodation,
Accounts Capital, $190,000.00.
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without It.
The result has been marvelous. My
digestion has been restored, my stom
,'
gloomy
aeh trouble, the
'heart-burn-

ATTORNEY GEN Ell AL HAUI.ICY.
forebodings and melancholia, have all
atiaappeared, my brain is clear and
active and I can do as much house eruor on the democratic ticket. Had- was tbu republican candidate for
work In halt a day us I could before in lley
. .
a whole day, and with little or no fa- ouui
iirj 111'......ttl.i
tigue. It ts such a relief to have
Both were elected. Hadley announctoady quet nerves once more, I feel ed that he had dropped politics and
like a new woman, living on a new set to work with Folk to bring the
plane, with new and most agreeable Standard Oil Co. to the bar for alpeople.
leged violations of
t
laws.
every nieti! at
We hsve Grape-Nut- s
Oil
He claims the Waters-Piercold
and my little
oar I'Oi-sgenerally calls for more between Co., the Republic Oil Co., and the
are one; that the two small
times." Name given by Postum Co., Standard
companies have divided Ihe state.
Battle Creek, Mich.
posing
as rlal
Ihe Republic is to
There's a reason.
I

anil-trus-

SKETCHED FROM LIFE.

and

Solicits

New

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
President.
W. 8. STRICKLER, V. P. and Cashier
W.J.Johnson, Asst. Cashier. Wm. Mcintosh J. C. Baldrldge
Solomon Luna
A. M. Blackwel
George Arnot
O. E. Cromwell

Several Houses for Rent.

SOLOMON

$250-0-

CORNER LOT

on 8outh Walter Street,

S25000

LUNA,

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA

If Sold This Week.

&

SANTA

FE RY.

PORTERFIELD CO.,
110 W. Gold.
Keep Your Eye on This Space.
PROFESSIONAL

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

CARDS

AXJJUQTJERQUB,

If.

N.

DENTISTS.
Officers sad Director.
JOSHUA 8. RATNOLDw
,

J. E. KRAFT,
Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 15 and 10, Grant block, over
the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
Both 'phones. Appointments made by
mail.
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
avenue.
Office
No. 306 Railroad
hours, 8:30 a. ni., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
p. m. to 5 p. m. Telephone 462. Ap
pointments made by mail.
LAWYERS.
DR.

FOR SALE
FOR SALE All lots In Coronada
Bernard S. Rodey.
Place. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWAlhtiquerue
Broadway.
N. M. Prompt attention given to all
your
Ust
OR
TRADE
KENT
SELL,
business pertaining to the profession
property with T. L. Mcspaaaen, juu Will practice in all courts of the terriBroadway.
South
tory and before the United State
FOR SALE OK TRADE A good busi land office.
L-Mc
ness for city property. T.
Ira M. Bond.
Spadden, 300 South Broadway.
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW32 F street
post; N. W., Washington, D. C. Pensions,
FOR SALE Indian trading
good location and a paying business. lands, patents, copyrights, caveats
T. L. McSpadden, 300 South Broad letter patents, trade marks, claims.
way.
R. W. D. Bryan.
A goou
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW- .
Albuquer
FOR SALE OR TRADE
bargain,
i. que, N. M. Office, First National
Schumaker piano. A
Broadway.
I,. McSpadden, 300 South
Bank building.
brick
FOR SALE Cheap, a
E. W. Dobson.
.
house on North Second street; &
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWOffice Crcm
blocks from Railroad avenue. 114 well block, Albuquerque, N. M.
North Second street.
John H. Stingle.
.
FOR SALE Small stock merchandise
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWSuite 16, N
JU0
L.
McSpadden,
T.
bargain.
a
at
building, Albuquerque
T. Armljo
Broadway.
South
N. U.
FOR SALE A hanusome riardman
ARCHITECTS.
piano, In fine condition and almost
F. W. Spencer and V. O. Walling
For particunew, at a bargain.
Barnett building
ford, rooms
lars, call at this office.
Albuquerque, N. M. Both 'phones.
FOR SALE OR TRADE Are you in
terested in mines? I have some
CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER.
said t0 be good deals. Talk with
A. L. Morgan.
me. T. L. McSpadden, 300 8. BroadTHE INDEPENDENT CONTRACway.
are
FOR SALE $25,000 ranch at a bar- - TOR AND BUILDER Estimates
solicwork
furnished;
Job
cheerfully
property
in
galn: will take small
shop at
exchange. Write, wire, phone or ited. Automatic phone, 724; Albuquer
North Second street,
talk with F. L. McSpadden, 303 911
que, N. M.
South Broadway.
PHYSICIANS.
FOR SALE 1700 will buy equity in
first-clason the best
residence
L.'
MAHAFFEY, M. D.
A.
street In the city; will rent for $15
and Surgeon
month; owner leaving town. F. L Homeopathic Physicianbuilding,
over
Room 25, Whiting
McSpadden, 303 South Broadway.
drug store. Automatic
Vann's
r
double-baflrst-clasA
SALE
FOR
telephone, 410.
shotgun; bran new
reled.
of
one
drTr. L. MUST.
used;
th
never has been
best makes. Call at The Citizen of
N. T. Armljo Bldg.
Office,
flee for particulars.
treated with
Tuberculosis
FOR SALE A good paying hotel in
Current and GerElectrical
small town. T. L. McSpadden. 300 micide. Treatments given each day
South Broadway.
from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained nurse
FOR SALE A bargain, if sold at In attendance. Both 'phones.
bouse, with bath
once, one
DR. J. D. NUSBAUM
cement walks; furnished or unfur
nished. Electric lights or gas. Ad Practice limited to diseases of the
dress, A. T., this office.
nose, ear, throat and lungs.
FOR SALE OR TRADE 2 rooming Rooms 14 and 15, Grant Blk. Office
Hours, 8 to 10 a. m., 3 to 8 p. m.
houses. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South
Colo. 154; Auto. 272.
Broadway.
Telephones:
ranch, plenty of
DR. W. G. SHAORACH,
FOft SALE 1,000-acrwater, 20 cows, 2 good horses, har
house, barn Practice limited to Eye, Ear, Nose
ness and wagon;
and Throat.
etc., $3,000. N. Teach & Co., real
coast
estate dealers, 208',i West Gold Occulist and Aurlst for Santa Fe
lines.
Olllce, 313'i West Railroad
avenue.
FOR SALE One lomer lot contain- - avenue.
Hour: 0 to 12 a. m. and 130 to 5
in
frame cottages:
two
111
streets;
both
on
walks
bath; cement
good shade; electric light and fuel,
UNDERTAKER.
Address, T. A.
on nremises.
E3
A,!,lColo. Rod 115,
31fi.
'I'tione
this office.
BORDERS,
A.
FOR SALE Hotel, European plan;
City Undertaker.
2'i rooms, newlv furnished in new t'. ........
I.
hi .1 nil
Black
buildin,; best Ration n city; a,
r.
nPars6i
nnn imsmess
ASSAYERS.
for selling, poor health. Address,
F. J., this office.
CORBET & COLLINS.
United
BUSINESS EXCHANGE.
Civil and Mlnino Engineers.
have property in
TO EXCHANGE
States Deputy Mineral Surveyors.
ASSAYERS.
Illinois, Iowa. Missouri. Kansas.
M
Colorado aud Arizona to trade for East side of Plar.ar Santa Fe, N.
Talk wltn
Albuquerque property.
ENGINEER.
CIVIL
me. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South
Broadway.
J. R. Farwell,
I have Borne ranches
Room 23. N. T. Armijo Building.
TO EXCHANGE
to trade for city property. T. L.
LAND MATTERS.
McSpadden, 300 South Broadway.
H. W. 8. Otero,
The exchange man.
McSPADDEN
See him for business exchanges
United States Cfturt Commissioner,
703 West Silver avenue. Will attend
300 South Broadway.
to matters before the land office.

M. W. FLOURNOY
FRANK McKETC
R. A. FROST
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Authorised Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
Depository for Atchison. TopeV

v
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Santa

Fe Railway Company
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O. N. MARRON,
President.

J. B. HERNDON, Cashier.
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State national Bank

lie
cf

lyfjuquerpe,

New Mexico

six-roo- m

Capital
Surplus

The State National bank solicits a share of your business, upon
the basis of sound, progressive banking, liberal and accurate treat- ment. Correspondence or a personal Interview solicited.

46-4-

s

6--

Htgn-Frequen- cy

six-roo-

$100,000.00
15,000.00

and Undivided Profits

LOST.

alligator-ski- n
bag
der cases in as mauy months aud se LOST Brown of Charlotte Stuart.
cards
cured convictions in all but one. lie
Return to Citizen. Reward
was u vigorous nrsecutor of election
FOUND.
frauds, and soon became feared as
an enemy of corruption and boodling.
FOUND
in ASmall bunch of k.-tlantic saloon. Owner cm iinu,
Rough on the Other Sister.
oi'.i,.
same by calling at Citizen
J. J. Tallinan, the chap who married
paying for this notice.
our good boklng sister, passed throug"
town Friday morning. Gentry, (Mo.)
"I
never believe In a thmj uui
Sentinel.
I've seen it."
Vl)1
"Is that so? Say, old chap,
More thou one man has held a job
ever see the United States kwiii
by grasping a situation.
s

H

BEAUTY

CULTURE.

MRS. M. HELENA LEONARD,
nf Parisian Institute.
u
r.r
York city. The latest

r

i

to date
scientific appliance and up
hair, face
methvds fo- - treating the
and
and scalp. Complexion steaming
Id. aching; manicuring and shampoowater
automatic
Electrolytic
ing.
massage. 614 West Cold avenue.
Auto phone 29
get
subscribe for The Wtuen and
the
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"OLD RELIABLE"

ESTABLISHED 1871

J.

L

PUTNEY

WHOLESALE GROCER
Flour, Grain and Provisions
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock o( Staple Groceries
In the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAUOATiNT
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stomach trouble by the use of Grape
Nuts food. I was desperate enough
for anything by this time, and deter
mined to stop the drugs and give the
sew food a trial. I relished It from
tt-beginning and have learned to
like it so well that I can hardly eat

$100,000

On

P-

relief.
"Three months ago I heard from
another friend who had been cured of

Co

NEW MEXICO

Capital and Surplus

Money
to Loan
Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses

WANTEt
ion, general houseWANTED 1'
Address B. V.,
work preferietl.
Citizen.
Urn i .1 e i s
W A N Tk 1
and roomers
at the Green hotel, 821 South Third

Ttst

Montezuma

TjftQ
'

Klit do Janerlo, .Ian. 30. Germany
Ik preparing for 'ne time when nhe
can raise tier flasr over llra.ll and.
defy the I'nlled Slates and the Mon-

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION:

improper food.
"The trouble became chronic

DANK INSTITUTIONS

BO YOU WANT THE
NAME AND ADDRESS

THE MONROE DOCTRINE

mail M arcond clam matter.

AamlaM Prwi

!

TUESDAY, JANUARY 30. 190.

VE FILL

PRESCRIPTIONS

RIGHT

J.

C.

otoootooootoeof
B.
NEXT

TO

RUPPE
BANK

OF COMMKRCE

203 W. RaKroad

At Consistent Prices

....

A.

BALDRIDGE

NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
PAINT
Covers more, looks best, wears
longest, most economical, full
measure.

SHERMAN-WILLIAM-

S

FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE.

Always
BUILDINO
PAPER
Plaster, hlms. Cemeti
took.

Paint, Ulats, Sash Doors ste
ALBUQUERQUE N. M.

ooooooooo-oooSUBSCRIBE FOR THE CITIZEN IF

YOU WANT THE NEWS

o

TUESDAY, JANUARY 30,

ALBUQUEHOUK EVENING CITIZEN
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PAGE THREE.

FOR SETTLEMENT
OF LAND CLAIMS

IMMPOR TMMT MO TICE

Bill Introduced by Delegate

Andrews, on January
25, 1906.
AND

REFERRED

TO

Delegate Andrews of New Mexico,
introduced the following bill la the
house of representatives on January
25.
The bill was referred to the
committee on private land claims and
ordered printed:
A Mil to provide for the settlement of
land claims in certain states and
territories.
Be it enacted by the senate and house
of the United
of representatives
States of America, in congress assembled;
That in township surveys hereafter
to be made in the terrltroies of New
Mexico and Arizona and in the staes
of Utah and Colorado, it It shall be
made to appear to the satisfaction ot
the deputy surveyor making such survey that any person has, through himself, his ancestors, grantors, or their
lawful successors in title or possession, been in the continuous adverse
actual bona fide possession of any
tract of land of or in connection therewith of other lands altogether not exceeding 160 acres in such township
for twenty years next preceding the
time of making such survey, the deputy surveyor shall recognize and establish the lines of such possession
and make the subdivision of the ad
therejoining lands In accordance
with. Such possession shall be accurately defined In the field notes of
the survey and delineated on tne township plat, with the boundaries and
area of the tract, as a separate legal
The deputy surveyor
subdivision.
shall return with his survey the name
or names of all persons go found to
be in possession of earn, as shown
by the survey, and the profs furnished
to him of such possession. Upon receipt of such survey and proofs, the
commissioner of the general Jj.id office shall cause careful Investigation
to be made in such manner as he shall
deem necessary for the ascertainment
'
of the truth in respect of such claim
end occupation, and if satisfied upon
that he claimant
such investigation
comes within the provisions of this
section ho shall cause patents to be
issued to the parties so found to be
in possession for the tracts respect
ively claimed by them; provided, how
over, that no person shall be en
titled to confirmation of or to pat
ent for more than 160 acres in his
own right by virtue of this section;
and, provided, further, that this sec
tion shall not apply to anv city lot
town lot, village lot, or pacture lot
held under a grant from any corporation or town.
Section 2. That in the case of
townships heretofore surveyed in tue
territories ot New Mexico and Art
zona and in the states of Utah and
Colorado all persons, or whose an
cestors, grantors, or their lawful suc
cessors in title or possession, became
citizens of the United States by vir
tue of the treaty of Guadalupe Hi
dalgo or the terms of the Gadiden
purchase and who have been in me
actual continuous adverse possession
of tracts not to exceed 160 acres each
for twenty years next preceeuing such
survey, shall be entitled, upjti leak
ing proofs of such facts to the satis
faction of the register and r;ceiver ot
the proper land district and of the
commissioner of the general land of
flee, upon sunn investigation us pro
vided for in rett'or one of this uct,
to enter with'V.it payment of purchase
money, fees or commissions su ;h vib
dlvlsians, not cv.eedlng 160 a? oh, as
shall lucl.itlQ t;.eir said possesions.
After a cIRun cf the character
shail have been filed us di
rected in sec.i in 3 of this act. a; il ii
shall appear that a tract claimed as
aforesaid is of such shape that the
claimant cannot readily secure his
interests by an entry by legil subdivisions of the public surveys, the
commissioner of the general land of
flee may cause such claim to be sur
veyed at the expense of the United
States, but the deputy surveyor per
forming the work shall not be paid
for his services more than $3 per day
In addition to his necessary expenses
Before commencing such a survey
the deputy surveyor shall post, in at
least three prominent places in the
township in which such claim is sit
uated, a notice in both the English
and Spanish languages, calling on all
persons entitledto lands In said township under this section to submit to
til in within a reasonable time proofs
of their rights in the lands, by affidavit or otherwise.
He shall then
proceed to establish the lines- of such
possession in the township as seeni
to him to be valid, properly connecting the lines thereof with the lines of
public surveys, and he shall return
the aforesaid proofs to the surveyor-genera- l
with the field notes of such
claims and ossessions. The surveyor
general shall then, upon his approval
of said proofs and field notes of surveys, cause the said claim to be
platted and numbered as a lot or lots
of the section or sections In which
Mich claim or claims are
situated,
and shall transmit a duplicate of the
amended plat to the general land office ami a triplicate thereof to the
proper district laud oflico, after which
the land claimed as aforesaid may bo
entered as a lot or lots by the number or numbers designated uion the
plat; provided,
amended township
however, that no person shall lie entitled to enter mere than 100 acres in
one or more tracts in his own right
under the provisions of this section.
Section 3. That all claims arising
under either of the two next preceding sections of this act shall be filed
wiih the, surveyor general of the
proper fctaie or territory within one
year next after tin' passage tf this
act, nnd no claim not si filed shall be
valid, and no tract of such land shall
Ikj fcubject to entry
under the land
laws of the United States.
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NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION.
(Small Holding Claim No. 1076.
Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N
M, Dec. 29, 190S.
Notice Is hereby given that the following-named
claimant has filed notice of hU Intention to make final
proof In support of his claim under
Sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3. 1S91 (26 Stats., 154), as amended
by tne act of February 21, 1S93, (27
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
be made before U. S. Court Commissioner at Albuquerque, N. M., on the
8th day of February,
1906, Vis:
Trinidad Jaramillo y Maxwell, for the
Small Holding Claim No. 1076, In
Sees. 9 and 10, T. 6 N., R. 2 E.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous Adverse possession of said tract
for
twenty years next preeediug the survey of the township, vis:
Leopoldo Jaramillo, of Tome, N. M.j
Pedro Gallegos, of Tome, N. M.; Jose
Aragon y Bernal, of Tome, N. M.;
Manuel Salazar y Otero, of Albuquer-

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
(Small Holding Claim No. 445.)
(Small Holding Claim Vn. 1054.)
(Small Holdluir Claim No. 686.)
Department of the Interior, United Department of the Interior, United Department
the Interior. United
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M., Stales Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M., States Landof Office,
Santa Fe, N. 11,
January 8. 1906.
January 9, 1906.
January
24, 1906.
'
Notice is hereby given that the folNotice Is hereby given that the fol
Is
Notice
hereby
given that tha following named claimant has filed no- lowing named claimant has filed no- lowing
claimant has filed notice of his Intention
.o make final tice of his intention
to make final tice of named
his
Intention to make final
proof In support of his claim under proof In support of his claim under proof
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March sections 16 and 17 of the act of March sectionsin 16support of her claim under
and 17 of the act of March
3, 1891, (26 Stats., 864), as amended 3. 1891, (26 Stats., 854), as amended
by the act of February 21, 1S33, (27 by the act of February 21, 1893, (27 3. 1891, (26 Stats., 854), as amended
hy the act of February 21, 1893, (IT
States., 470), and that said prof will States., 470). and that Raid proof will Stats., 470),
and that said proof will
be made before the United States be made before the United States be
made before the United States
court commissioner at Albuquerque, court commissioner at Albuquerque, court
commissioner at Albuquerque,
N. M., on February 15, 1906., viz., N. M., on the 19th day of February,
M., on March 10, 1906, vis.:
Bcatris C. de Sanchez, widow of 1906, viz., Abel Romero, for the S. H. N. Beatriz
Moya de Sedlllo, widow of
Jesus H. Sanchez, deceased, for the C. No. 1054 In Sees. 13 and 24. T. 7 Jesus
Sedlllo, deceased, for the 8. H.
S. H. C. No. 445, situated in Sec. 25, N., R. 2 E., and Sees. 18 and 19, T. 7
C. No. 586, In lot 1, sec. 36, T. 7
T. 7 N., R. 2 E and Sec. 30. T. 7 N., IN., K. 3 E.
R. 2 E.. and sec. 31. T. 7 N . it a m
R. 8 E.
He names the following witnesses and lot
2, sec. 36, T. 7. N.. R. 2 E.
names
prove
He
the following wltuesses to
his actual continuous adverse
names the following wluiessea
to prove his actual continuous adverse possession of said tract for twenty to sne
prove her actual, continuous, adpossession of said tract for twenty years next preceding the survey of
verse jjossesslon of said tract for
years next preceding the survey of the township, viz.:
twenty years next preceding the surthe township, viz.:
Eracllo Garcia, of Peralta, N. M.; vey of
the township, viz.:
Manuel Maes, of Valencia, N. M.; Jesus Garcia, of Valencia, N. M.; "Meli-toEsteban Rael, of Valencia, N". M.;
Mariano
S.
Valencia,
M.;
Hig-InlN.
of
Perea,
of
Otero,
Peralta,
N.
M.;
que, N. M.
Bernardino Sedlllo, of El Cerro, N. M.;
O. Chavez, of Valencia, N. M.;
Chavez, of Peralta, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest Jose
Estanlslno Otero, of El Cerro, N. M.;
Miguel Silva. of Valencia, N. M.
Any
person
protest
who
to
desires
against the allowance of said proof, or
Any person who desires to protest against the allowance of said proof Amada Otero de Sedlllo, of El Cerro,
who knows of any substantial reason
M.
of said proof or woo Knows or any substantial rea- - N. Any
against the laws and regulations of against the allowance
person who desires to protect
any
or
who
rea
unner
Bon
knows
of
substantial
tne
regulations
of
laws
and
against the allowance, of aM nmnP
the Interior Department why such son under the laws
the
regulations
Interior
department
and
of
why
such
proof should not be allowed will be
who knows of any substantial res
the Interior department why such proof should not be allowed, will be or
given an opportunity at the
son tinder the laws and regulation
proof
given
not
be
will
be
allowed,
should
an
d
opportunity
at.
the
e
time and place to
of the Interior department why surfs
an opportunity at the above- time and place to cross- - proof
the witnesses of said claimant, given
should not be allowed, will be
e
place
mentioned
and
to
time
examine
witnesses
of
claimthe
said
and to offer evidence In rebuttal of
given an opportunity at the
ant,
claimwitnesses
of
the
said
to
and
offer
evidence
In
rebuttal
that submitted by claimant.
e
time and place to
ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal of that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL, R. OTERO,
the witnesses of said claimant,
of
bv
submitted
claimant.
that
R.
MANUEL
OTERO,
Register.
offer evidence In rebuttal of that
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register. and
submitted by claimant.
Register.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
MANUEL R, OTERO.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Register.
(Small Holding Claim Ko. 569.)
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
(Small Holding Claim No. 655.) ..
Department of the Interior, United
Department
NOTICE
FOR PUBLICATION.
of the Interior, United
(Small Holding Claim Ko. 661.)
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N.
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N.
Department of the Interior, United
Dec. 28, 1905.
(Small
Holding
M..
folloDec.
Claim No. 126.)
291905.
Notice la hereby given that the
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.,
wing-named
Notice Is hereby given that the follo- Department of the Interior, United
Dec. 28, 1905.
claimant has filed nowing-named
folloclaimant has filed notice of his Intention to make final
States Land Office, SanU Ff, N. Ii,
Notice is hereby given that the
proof in support of his claim under wing-named
January 3, 1906.
claimant has filed no- tice of his Intention to make final
proof
support
In
16
of his claim under
sections
and 17 of the act of March tice of his intention to make final
Notice is hereby given that the fol3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854). as amended by proof In support of bis claim under Sections 16 and 17 of the act of March lowing
named claimant has filed no3,
1891
(26
854),
21,
Stats.,
1893 (27 Stats., sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
as amended tice of his Intention
the act of February
470), and that said proof will be made 3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended by by the act of February 21, 1893, (27 proof In support of histo make final
claim nnder
before the U. S. Court Commissioner the act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats., Stats., 470), and that said proof will sections V6 and 17, of the act
of March
at Albquerque, N. M., on the 7th day 470), and that said proof will be made be made before U. S. Court Commis- 3. 1891, (26 Stats., 854), as amended
of February, 1906, viz: Jesus Garcia, before the U. S. Court Commissioner sioner at Albuquerque, N. M., on the by the act of February 21,
1893. (27
for the Small Holding Claim No. 569, at Albquerque, N. M., on the 7th day 8th day of February, 1906, Vis: Stats., 470), and that said proof
will
Romulo Aragon y Baca, agent of Ter- be made before the United
in Sees. 24, 25 and 2. T. 7 N., R. 2 E. of February, 1906, viz: Pedro GalleState
He names the following wltuesses gos y Gonzales, for the small holding esa Baca y Garcia de Aragon, for the court commissioner at San Rafael,
N.
to prove his actual continuous adverse claim No. 661 in Sees. 3. 10 and 11, Small Holding Claim No. 655, Sec. 25, M., on February 9, 1906,
Barbara,
possession of said tract for twenty T. 6 N.. R. 2 E.
T. 7 N., R. 2 E., and Sec. 30, T. 7 N., J. de Pino, for the lots vis.:
1
sec2,
and
years next preceding the survey of
He names the following witnesses R. 3 E.
tion 20; lot 3,
16 and 17, townHe names the following witnesses ship 10 north, section
the townshlnp, viz:
to prove his actual continuous adverse
range
7
west.
Benito Armljo, of Valencia, N. M.; possession of said tract for twenty to prove his actual continuous adHe names the following witnesses
Juan Apodaca of Valencia, N. M.; SU years next preceding the survey of verse possession of said tract for to prove
his actual continuous adtwenty years next preceding the sur verse possession
verio Martinez, of Valencia, N. M.; the township, viz:
of said tract for
Gregorlo Apodaca, of Valencia, N. M.
Jose Aragon y Bernal, of Tome, N. vey of the township, viz:
twenty years next
the surAny person who desires to protest M.; Francisco Torres, of Tome, N. M.;
Rafael Gurule, of Peralta, N. M.; vey of the township,preceding
ylz:
against the allowance of said proof, Manuel Gallegos, of Tome, N. M.; Ber- Antonio Jose Aragon, of Valencia, N
Gorgonio Flgueroa, of Cubero, N.
M.; Gregorlo Aragon, of Valencia, N. M.; Pablo Lucero,
or who knows of any substantial rea- nardo Gallegos, ot Tome, N. M.
of Cubero, N.'
son under the laws and regulations
Any person who desires to protest M.; Francisco Aragon y Baca, o Banlsta
Baca, of Cubero, N. M.; Juan
of the Interior Department why such agxlnst the allowance of said proof, Valencia, N. M.
D. Martinez, of Cubero, N. M.
proof should not be allowed will be or who knows of any substantial reaAny person who desires to protest
Any person who desires to protest
given an opportunity at the
son tinder the laws and regulations against the allowance of said proof, or against
of said proof,
of the Interior Department why such who knows of any substantial reason or who the allowance
time and place to
knows of any substantial reathe witnesses of said claim- proof should not be allowed will be against the laws and regulations of son under the laws
and regulations of
ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal given an opportunity at the
the Interior Department why sucb the Interior department,
why such
of mat submitted bv claimant.
proof should not be allowed will be OrOOf shnlllH
time and place to
alli.n.A.1
ll W
-. J .iiunnu,
uw. t.a
MANUEL, R. OTERO, Register.
the witnesses of said claim- given an opportunity at the
given an opportunity at the Will
aboY
ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
e
time and place to
to croSsV
of that, submitted bv claimant.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
the witnesses of said claimant, ujcuLiuueu Viime ana place4DB&1U
, lO
"
ntbuDDo
MANUEL R. OTERO. Register.
and to offer evidence in rebuttal of ant, and
to offer evidence In rebuttal
(Small Holding Claim No. 323.)
that submlfed by claimant.
ui iubi suDumiea ry claimant.
Department of the Interior, United
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
MANUEL R. OTERO.
States Land Office, Hanta Fe, N. M.,
Register
Register.
(Small Holding Claim No. 662.)
January 3, 1906.
o
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Notice is hereby given that the fol- Department of the Interior, United
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
lowing named claimant has filed noStales Land Office. Santa Fe, N. M.,
(Small Holding Claim No. 700.)
tice of bis Intention to make final: January 17, 1906.
(Small Holding Claim No. 617.)
Department of the Interior, United
proof in support of his claim under
Notice is hereby given that the folStates Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.. Department of the Interior, UnKed
sections 16 and 17, of the act of March lowing named claimant has filed no
Dec. 28, 1905.
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. If..
3. 1891, (26 Stats.. 85i), as amended tice of ins intention to make final
Notice is hereby given that the folloJanuary 9, 1906.
by the act of February 21, 1893, (27 proof In support of his claim under
wing-named
claimant has filed noStats., 470), and that said proof will sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
Notice Is hereby given that the folbe made before the United States 3, 181U (26 Stats., 824). as amended tice of bis intention to make final lowing named claimant has filed noproof
support
in
of his claim under tice of his Intention to make final
court commissioner at San Rafel, N. by the net of February 21, 1893 (27
M., on February !, I'.'OC, viz.: Dona-- , Stats., 470), and that said proof will sections 16 and 17 of the act of March proof in support of his claim under
1891
3.
(26
854),
as amended by sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
Stata.,
clano Pino, for the 1 and 2, section 20; be made before United States comlot 3, sections 17 fit' 20; lot 4, sec-- , missioner at Albuquerque, N. M., on the act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats., 3, 1891, (26 Stats., 854), as amended
470),
and
said
thnt
proof
will be made by the act of February 21,
Hon 17; lot 5, sections 8 and 9, town-- ' Fehruurv 27. 1900. viz Federlco San1893, (27
before the U. 8. Court Commissioner States.,
ship 10 north, ran-- " 7 west.
470). and that said proof will
chez y Montoya, for the Small Holdat
Albquerque,
M.,
N.
on
the 7th day be made before
He names the f "I. wlng witnesses ing Claim No. 662, situated la Sec. of February,
the United States
1906, viz: Juan Anodaca.
to prove his actual continuous ad- 24, T. 7 N., R. 2 E.
commissioner at Albuquerque.
the lot 1, sees. 23 and 24. and lot court
verse possession of said tract for! He names the following witnesses for
M., on February 17, 1906, vis.. Te
N.
2, sec. 23, T. 7 N.. R. 2 E.
twenty years next preceding the sur-- . to prove his actual continuous
odora Sanchez de Vigil, for the 8. H.
He names the following witnesses C.
vey of the township. iz:
i
No.
possession of said tract for to prove his actual
In lot 1
Sees. 25, 26. 35
continuous
adverse and 36; 617.
Gorgonio Flgueroa. of Cubero, N. twenty years next preceding the sur-ve- v possession
lota 2 and 4. Sec. 26, and lot
twenty
of
said
for
tract
M.; Pablo Lucero. f Cubero. N. M.,
3,
7,
35,
Sec.
of the township, viz:
T.
N.,
R. 2 E.
years next preeediug the survey of
Ilanlsta Baca, of (' i' ro, N. M.; Juanj Melitou S. Otero, of Peralta, N. M.; the townshlnp,
He names the following witnesses
viz:
U. Martinez, of Cu'
N. M.
to
prove
Juan Aitodaca, of Valencia, N. M.;
his actual continuous adverse
Benito Armljo. of Valencia, N. M.;
Any person win ii sires to protest Itenito Armljo, of Valencia, N. M.;
possession of said tract for twenty
Garcia, of Valencia, N. M.;
against the allowance of said proof, LVanislas Garley, of Peralta, N. M. Jesus Apodaca,
years
next preceding the survey of
Valencia, N. M.;
or who knows of any substantial rea- - Any person who desires to protest Tomas Martinez, of Valencia,
the township, viz.:
of
N. M.
son under the laws and regulations of arainst tho allowance of said proof,
Juan Apodaca, of Valencia, N,
Any person who desires to protest
'he interior department, why such or who knows of any substantial rea- against the allowance
of snld proof, Bonlto Armljo, of Valencia, N. M.;
proof should not be allowed, will be son under the laws and regulations
Manuel Alarld, of Valencia, N. M.;
r who knows of any substantial reagiven an opportunity- at the above of tlif Interior department why such son under
the laws and regulations Jesus Garcia, of Valencia. N. M.
proof should not be allowed will be of the Interior Department why such
place to
mentioned time an
Any person who desires to protest
the wltncs.-c-- t of said claim- given an opportunity at the above proof
not be allowed will be against the allowance of said proof
ant, and to offer evi Vnee In rebuttal i'!crt!oncl time and place to cross given should
or who knows of any substantial reaan opportunity at the
of that submitted i v claimant.
examine the witnesses of said claimson under the laws and regulations of
time and place to
ant, and 'o offer evidence In rebuttal
MANl'lil, R. OTERO,
the witnesses of said claim- the interior department why such,
Register of that submitted bv claimant.
ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal proof should not be allowed, will be
MANTKL R. OTERO, Register.
given an opportunity at the
of that submitted bv claimant.
o
GALLUP'S NEW ELECTRIC
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.
time and place to
POSITION
AT
CLARKERESIGNS
o
LIGHT COMPANY AFFAIRS
the witnesses of said claimAND
VILLE
WILL
GO
EAST.
ant, and to offer evidence .in rebuttal
The Pacific Impr"vement company
1 1
r
r
expects the arrival of its electric light
of that submitted bv claimant.
Ii. Wi'ison. who, for some time, has
WILLING HELPERS.
i
;
physician
c
Clarke-uipany
Po'eg the first of 'i.e week, says the be. ii
at
MANUEL R. OTERO.
What's the use of a helper. If
his position, and
Gallup Republican
As soin as the v'!!". n .is
Register.
he isn't willing? Willingness Is V
h
east,
for
ave
poles reach the cry the work of
the
where
uil! '. T'iy
an ample mantle which will al- r.
si
'
blmself in the nianu'"Yes. sah. de razor am de mot
most cover all the sins of serv- them In place will begin ami the lie will in'.
j.t II t? iif
rl. ......
hi
Llln l.itt.tr.
ii ii
n a onm
Ice. Hut a classified advertise-- C soshiable article in de wo'ld." remarkiwn.m
which is nlreily here, will bo
by
bis father and
ed the old man, as he sat on the edge
ftrung aa soon as v - lhle. The plant which v.. i invented
ment In The Evening Citizen Is a
is rea,!y to opcrat- - as soon as the iit'.-.I'd p. rtected by himself, says
of his whitewash bucket and toyed
willing helper that la not only
wln-The lotion Is
with the brush.
absolutely competent, but also Is
are up and th" connections aie ih.- - (I.ii ap Itepul.licau.
a willing worker. It works all
"Gwanr yo" sho mistaken 'bout dat."
"ade with the hou- - that are to use sai l y tv eryoueIonwho has used It to
ever put on the m hi liinn l.ir v.-'"Deed I ain't. Look how easy it le
'he curre.it supplied !y this compauy. be th.' l.e.-- t be
II m IUQ UVilt
lu rr of Gallup will from
and most economical publicity In T to fcrap an ernualntance wid one."
the physician for the
A Citizen
"Yes, an' look bow easy it am to cuL
V
the world.
want a J will get the bual-oes- now- on
one, too."
Claikev'l'.e tinners.
Try ons.
i

n

o

j

c

i

above-mentione- d

above-mentione-

cross-ei-amin-

cross-examin-

above-mention-

cross-examin-

The lace scarf, which, formed one the present generation of debutantes
of the most attractive accessories to has returned to Its former favor,
the toilets of the grandmothers of after being long forgotten.

THE NEWEST HEADDRESS

i

Wj

tiere'a the new way of putting u p the hair, which the French are
introducing. They say over there th at this form of coiffure means a
radical change in millinery sliapes, a o iook out ior new nais.

above-mentioncross-exami-

above-mention-

GREAT WESTERN LIVE
STOCK SHOW IS OPEN.
BETTER OUTFIT MADE.
Denver, Colo., Jan. 30. The first
Washington, D. C, Jan. 30. An order for a scries of standard vehicles annual exhibition of the Western Live
of various types has been placed by Stock Show Association was opened
Union Stock Yards yesterday. It
the War Department as a result of at
recommendations made by the Army is by far the largest and most conv
Signal Service officers. For some plete stock show evr held In the
considerable
time experts of that branch of the west and is attracting
among the western
service have been busily engaged in attention, not only
determining standard vehicles to be cattlemen, but among cattle raisers
used by the signal corps training in and breeders In all parts of the coun
the field. Hitherto, armed wagons try. The attendance on the opening
have been of almost any type, descrip- day was very large and .t is esti
mated that there are more than two
tion and dimension. It is now
to have a uniformity so that thousand prominent cattlemen from
the parts of one wagon win lit an-- ! the west and middle west In this city
present, to see the exhibition and
other vehicle, especially the wheels, at
It
also intended to establish a! to attend tho joint meeting of the
model signal corps train, with the Western Cattlemen, which will begin
various facllltlts of transporting and tomorrow. The premium list is larger
distributing wire, at Omaha, Nub., than at any previous cattle show In
rivalry
where the army tlgnal corps Ig ar- the west, and there is spirited growers
ranging to have a large and well between farmers and stock
In all tlie different classes.
The ex
equipped depot.
hibitlon will close on February .Id.
May Live 100 Years.
HAVE YOU GOT ONE?
The chances for living a full cen
Mrs
of
Miry ate excellent In the case
The VJoti World Almanac and
is a tabloid library of referlenuie Duncan of Haynesvllle, Me.
c
"Elec-rinow 70 years old. She writes:
ence.
It fits the pocket both In size
dyHitters cured rny of chronic
and price and there is more solid fact
spepsia of 20 years' standing, and and figure in its (.SO pages than in a
a
as
whole shelf full of costly encyclopelit le me feel as well and strong
Klectrlc Hitters cure dias. That is why the voluminous
ivHici girl."
Illood
publications urn "shelved." Tho AlStomach and Liver Diseases.
disorders. General Debility and bodily manac buyer carries bis reference liall
brary in his pocket. It is a "people's
weakness. Sold on a guarantee at
druggists. Price only BOc.
liook" for the man who cannot afford
o
a library display and for the man who
can afford it, but wants practical
HE IS NOW A STOCK
RAISER AND SUCCESSFUL. knowledge Quickly. It is not written
George Graves, a prosperous farmer beyond the understanding of any man.
and breeder of fine stock, of near To se eit is to buy it! It It Is its own
Is the most
Kiowa, Kansas, is in the city for a best advertisement!
few days shaking hands with old active agent for the dissemination of
friends, says the ltaton Reporter. Mr. quick and practical knowledge ever
Graves was a conductor on the Santa presented to the puMlc.
running out of Raton, but left here
Perfection Attained.
about fifteen years ago to engace In
farming. In this he has succeeded far
Perfection can ot!y be attained in the
beyond his expectations and is now physical by alio ins Nature to approin a isitlon to take it easy whenever priate and not dissipate her own
ho feels so inclined.
weaken
Ho expresses
Cathartic'' erlp
grat Iflcatlon at the substantial
pro-- i dissipate, while DcWI'r's Little I'early
nil
putril
matter
Kress Raton is making and from the lli.ers simply expe!
evidence at band believes that Ratou and bite, thus allowing th liver to asgreat
a
has
future in store.
sume i.orma'. HC'lvify, Good for the
complexion. W. II. Ho.v, Houston
"Did Miss Ijischance reject llaker-ly?- " Tex., savs:
"For years I have used
Little Early Riser Pills in mv fnMlv
"Reject him! Say, she acted Ilk a V. ! ettc- pill cai. be u 'ed for coustl
Standard Oil man grabbing a rebate." patlan " Sold by all dri6siti.

SIGNAL CORPS WANTS
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Those having first options must call at the office of the Surety Investment Company between
8 a. m. and 9 p. m. Thursday, February 1st, and make good, otherwise second
option will have preference. Remember the terms are $10 down,
balance $5 per month for each lot purchased.
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"

From one to seven Options are
now on all but three lots in PP
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The first attraction at the Elks'
month of Foiivuary
Opposition is a fine thing.
A national objector Is
Ethel Tucker
reliable
old
will
the
be
not without his uses.
It is pood to have the light turned
5th to the
the
company,
from
Mock
Ben Tillman,
Monday niKni
respon- on all sides of every natlo:;:t quotation.
opening
grave
Inclusive,
9th.
the
rests
authorities
Upon the federal
with his Intensity, his forci'.:e:iens, his fearlessness nud with a ."ladles' free" niKht, as is the
sibility of plying the blame for the frightful Valencia his aggressiveness, Is
sort f national balance wheel. usual custom of this popular reper-.
when Ilia Iwm iat v la mvt Hnnl nrl ..,! u
A
i
toire company.
disaster, In which scores of lives were hwt, and
say
h
no
that
what
to
demand
thinks,
hurts,
matter
wboxn
it
will
public
begun
the
(he investigation Is
The only olh. r a'tnictlon looked by
regulait bo thorough. If It Is found Unit the sailing once.
Manager Matson for the month of
February is the Richard and I'rlngle
tions are at fault, a remedy should be applied at mad
' " ."' ."
a
of
minstrels, which will appenr hero one
because
blame
If the steoinshlp officials are to
night, February 14.
coal, the invessave
to
and
schedule"
on
doairo to "run
,
apply
The appearance of Madame Modjes-katigators should not hesitate to say so, and to also
Elks'
at
tragldlenne,
fainons
the
a remedy, punitive or otherwise.
opera house on February 21, now on
under orIt Is a fact that masters of steamers are
her annual "farewell" tour, is being
not
do
reason
awaited with much eagerness by Aders to "make port on time," and for this
Mine.
lbuquerque theater-goers- .
sea, safely
lways make It a practice to stand out at
Is playing In repertoire tliis Readestruction,
death
and
spell
away from the rocks thut
son, her three chief plays being "Mary
federal
Stuart,'' "Much Ado About Nothing,"
but hug the shore as closely as possible. Let the
reand "Macljelh." Of these three plays
authorities place the blame where It belongs, without
the Albuquerque public will be given
owners.
gard to expense to the ship
an opportunity to select the one they
U
would most like to see the famous acIncidentally, the federal Inspectors should make
tress Interpret. Each purchaser of a
Is fully
passenger
vessel
every
that
see
to
their business
ticket will hp nllowed one vote for
PParas'
modern
most
equipped with the
either of the three plays. The play
not spasmodic, Insreceiving the most votes will be the
that the crews are given constant,
pass
a
congress
should
one presented.
uring drills and, above all. be supplied with waterthat every passenger vessel
By all means, let nothing be unFebruary 10 the Albuquerque theater-tight compartments.
goers
the passengers as
will have an opportunity to
done to make travel at sea as safe toDon't
put mammon
witness one of the best nlavs. pro
it is profitable to the ship owners.
duced by one of the best actresses
and laxity alnive human iue.
and the best supporting company that
has as yet appeared in Albuquerque
mis season. F lorence iiooeris is uib
actress,
and her new Dlav. "The
which it
The New Mexican has received assurances
Strength of the Weak," is said to be
Albuquerque
of
completion
the
the
deems reliable that
one of the best vehicles this popular
SENATOR BENJAMIN TILLMAN.
and the Ha&in
Eastern from Morlarty to Albuquerque months
uuie iaay nas starred in tor qune
big
and
that
and
things,
big
big
virtues
days
of
are
These
few
the
a
while. Always a favorite in the west.
coal branch is but a question of
Thieves
branch
graft.
big
Its
and
philanthropies
wrongs; big
road and
Miss Roberts this season conquered
trains will he In operation on the
sinmen.
paper
pose
as honest
This
often get into high places and
new fields In the east, and it is safe
by September 1st. of the present year.
The These are facts of the times.
true
If every senator and to say that her popularity Is greater
cerely hopes that this information will compelled
hold his today than ever before in the history
to pay
people of central New Mexico are now completion of the every representative were to vote aye and
peace, and let a president or a cabinet oiticer ao mo of her connection with the stage. Miss
the
iorblUnt rate, for coal. With coal
branch, the price thinking for him, the national treasury would be licked Roberts this season has surrounded
Albuquerque Eastern and Haan
herself with an excellent supporting
must be reduced clean Inside of a year.
and
tumble"
bound to take "a
company, and the star, play and encoal
ngnung
your
Hagan
uesire,
arouse
may
the
of
Men
supply
Tillman
like
The
company are receiving favorahle
With rail tonnec-tio- n they may lash you into a frenzy; they may make you tire
inexhaustible.
rrom an me eastern critics.
comment
to
thought.
Santa,
cause
re.
to
hate them: but the big point Is that they
this supply can be hauled cheaply and
secright
the
the
and
to
blacker,
wrong
look
all
the
They
Socorro
make
Vegas,
to
Albuquerque to Las
'OLE OLSON" AT ELKS'
cities.
They arouse tne comDative qualimore worth while.
tions covered by the trade of these
and
the
on
associates,
often
Is
doubt
no
his
Ben Tillman
ties of mankind.
OPERA HOUSE TONIGHT
General Francis J. Torrance and
in the matter wrong side of public questions, but his bulldog chin is
New York capitalists who are interested
looking
purpose of
national asset.
will soon be In New Mexico for the
An event of Imnortance will be the
work towards
t Hlkn thcuitAr tnnltrht of
the field once more and starting active
nniwarnnKn
Mexican
New
The
?to completion of the road named.
dialect comedian
Swedish
popular
the
Genwith
Binger, Mr. lien Hen
and
Northland
also understands that the capitalists interested
to extend
dricks, in the romantic play
uie
eral Torrance in this matter have concluded
to Itoswell and that within
Olson." His success has been most
the Santa Ke Central line
substantiated
well
come
the present year. The reportsNew
Mexican.
Special Correspondence.
and from a reliable source.
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Suits and 0 vercoats

Who Is to Blame?

,1-

i

All 3 and $3.50 SultB, special
All $1 and $4.50 two piece Suits, Special
All $5.50, $8 and $6.56 three piece Suits, Special

3

It::-

-

Mod-Jesk-

All three piece Childrens' Suits, 3 to 6 years, ranging from
Hoys' Overcoats, all $1 ones at the Special price of
Boys' Overcoats, all $8 ones at the Special rrice of . . .'
Doys' Overcoats, all $6.50 ones nt the Special price of
Roys' Overcoats, all $8 ones at the Special price of
Roys' Overcoats, all $10 ones at the Special price of

Pe

flelTactlcall,
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Cfraicao's Movement

For City Ownership

in Chicago.
Situation
situation in Chicago with reference

OCKXXXX0XXXC000XOCK0XX00

M AND I!!

is

FINE CLOTHING and FURNISHINGS
ntiprnnpflns. rIia bavlnir taiipht n. vo
cal class in this city some four years
ago.
She is an accomplished musi
cian and has gained quite a reputa
tion tnrougn ner musical compositions. Miss McCune, aa she still pre- fpra in Uc ItniiWii la rnnnpctfon tvlth
her compositions, has under way man
uscripts Ol a marcn una iwwsiep, vo
h
uubllshed soon under the title of
"Japanese Victory." She will also
issue soon the words and music of
"Dear Old Virginia," or "Where the
Sweet Magnolias Bloom."

This Day In History.
30, 1804. Beef trust cut

THE ATTRACTIONS OF

Are not alone for the smoker, but
for those who smell the true tobacco
aroma. That's why the man who
smokes a poor cigar Is a public pest
that's why the man who smokes a
White Lily cigar Is a public benefactor he adds to the gayety of the nation. If foe Is selfish at the same time
he can get a huge amount of
out of a White Lily cigar.
Five cents for one; $2 for a box of 60.

J.

A.

prices.

January 30, 1763. Ice dealers claim
the shortage In the crop will be so
great that prices will go up next sum

A

GOOD SMOKE.

January

113!2 WEST

RICHARDS
AVENUE

RAILROAD

mer.

THE FIRST LESSOR

January 30, 1492. Natives Informed
rhrlstonher Columbus that the Dela
ware peach crop would be a failure.
COMING

IN BREAD MAKING.
Is the most important of all; that
Is the selection
of . proper flour.

There is no difficulty about thl if
Empress flour is chosen. It is so
good and makes such sweet, white
and nutritious bread as to be unsurpassed by any milled. The beet
bread makers use it for that very
reason.

EVENTS

5
to 9 Ethel Tucker
Februarv
Stock company.
Fehruarv 10 Florence Roberts, In
"The Strength of ,the Weak." .
February 14 Richards & pringies
"Merry MlnBtrels."
February 24 Mme. Modjeska.

CORN
inn an An a. nait of many preliminary
$1.15 A HUNDRED.
to
hu rltv ..f Chicago to take over the 700
This Is the
nMunid i,
AT PALMER'S,
municipal ownership of its street car service:
501 NORTH FIRST STREET.
miles of street railways in the city, there Is serious talkin
mileage
""
coiuTotal
tiat'
of the filing of 1,500 suits against. Uie traction
BASKET BALL.
tes, 700.
nanles for alleged violations ol an ordinance
MAJORS VS. MINORS, TO DECIDE
7,500.
Employes.
' overcrowdlug
i
is
overcrowding
This
vehicles.
public
CHAMPIONSHIP.
TERRITORIAL
Wmmw of employes, 21 eunis per
most notorious and long nas ueen a leauure ui ...c
GAME CALLED AT 8:30. AT THE
hour.
FEBRUARY 2.
FRIDAY,
CASINO,
the western metropolis.
Capitalization, $50,000,000.
DANCE AFTER GAME.
An example.of the intolerable conditions uuuer wmi-1
$15,000,000.
.
revenue.
Annual
1
,V.c f hu
are subjected to was furnish- lin
'
"
fir
WOOD, WOOD.
Original Investment .ChiCHgo City ed only recently during the. blizzard and sleet storm.
'
Of all kinds and sizes, at the Clark-vlll- o
Railway Co., $125,000.
JiW men aim
..n
showed
tluit
.mini
ootnnl
MAYOR DUNNE,
.h
Yards, 502 South First street.
Compounded profits on above in?
cable car downtown
rrui;ilril int. ft North-sid- e
of Chicago.
t45.000.00O.
vtmnl
pvtrciuea of fire and lee the pas
iii-.i.i
- --(estimated) in ' u 11 , . ..v....... iim
8
Original investment Union Traction Co.,
Those In tho center of the
w.iprr,i aRveiflv
,
.
f nrt -h
fn
a
against
omi
wore
crushed
car
cllniounded profits on above investment (estimated,
noxious cases and those hanging 011 the platforms were
The cars are 36 feet
nn.i frost bitten.
SIUU.UUU.UUU.
i..t
system
.itn long,.
persons
Sum necessary to acquire and develop a
6 feet wide, with a seating capacity of 30
i.
01 expiring naui.u.o.,
900 miles of tracks. $62,000,000.
FOURTH ST. AND RAILROAD AVE
a
renewal
Chicago
refused
Since
no
auempi
Sum city Is authored to procure, i 5.000,000.
made
companies
have
the surface
pace with natural growth, until today the city's pronounced. "Ole Olson" Is a story,
Nights keeo
Arabian
the
makes
will
Field
.
Marshall
..... biiicliinir stock of the
The
.mrii.n ioo tho
..i..n .1, nvi
UUIiniJUl
heart interest interspersed with hu
... Deem wnumv..!".,nnlan
The list of the modern mei country. itt.
laieB
mnr It Is flllod with thrilling cli
PVeil in tlllS
. if ,
Imp"!""'""
th
.luPr.are counted by the thousands.
maxes and interpreted by an excepRav of Hope.
' day when millionaires
ordl- - tionally clever acting company, supownership
.r
....uuu.-municiual
1?
the
to
$l.ooo,ooo
to the Field museum,
porting Mr. Hendricks, who Is providThey
iHiiinnll , nrovidinc for a referendum
settlement, liauwn kuy hu
.. are $8,000,000
.
..;.! to mm nun In marriage
in this comedy drama with a most
ed
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0.U
of
houe
o,r,ia i.ua
,i,
daughter-in-lavehicle for the exploitation
excellent
$6,000,000 to a daughter. $1,000,000 to a
munit'inality.
1
hw the
"e ot his talents,
i,,.it...
residuary Ol .i...
iug limn,
these combine a grace
lilt? may- u; ti ti,n
$5 000 000 to two grandchildren, a third of the
shall proceed 10 issue
in acting with an exquisitely leautlfiil
Marshall Field. HI, from $5,000 to $750,000 to question. whether the city
mixes and kneads
tn iiiiv fur tho tangible physical singing voice. During the action of
..ii.
..f thfr relatives. $3,000 to $10,000 to each of old
companies and immediately the play Mr. Hendricks will sing six
as
.
.
traction
of
the
nroperties
millions
i
with
.lonio
that
in
bread thoroughly
win
employes nere i
new songs, giving ample opportunity
And,
- h ovormro mind chii deal in dollars.
melodihis
rich
of
enjoyment
tho
for
A lfll
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.jimnfl
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lutein
mi.i .,o ,t . imrtlcnlarlv conspicuous ttKiire
ous voice. "Fair Land of Sweden,"
measure
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ih "Miioller
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and
hundred
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was.
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i
f,ioivu.v
lie
Lullaby," "Open Your
he
than
richer
"Northland
The hands do
Other men are
a providing for municipal ownership of Chicago's street Mouth
and Shut Your Eyes," "Straweighteen millions is not so very much in this age of
of
shape
not touch the
railways aud furnishing the means in the
berries," "A Swagger Swedish Swell."
possible billionaire and multimillionaires mum...
against the all gems of music.
f75.OtiO.000 worth of certificates to le Issued
Henry Clews says that the stock buying fever is properties and to he purchased by the peoP'
T x x x x x x- T T
such certificates to be redeemed out of the earnings.
being carefully nurtured by Wall street, mil inai u
repeat
their
will
electorate
anticipated
that
pioporlarger
the
country,
is
It
a
much
of- the
.
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the expression of favor toward municipal ownership when M CHURCH, CLUB AND
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tion, of Btock Exchange business today being over
they elected Judge Dunne to the mayoralty.
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irffore.
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new
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ittr. tnnetc
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young
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Is
whom
However, the way will not yet be cleur, for It
and wealthy class of operators, many ofmoney,
plenty of pected tho traction companies, which base their rights
and Inexperienced men with lotsx of
act, will carry the matter to
k... ,nM pvnerionce and immature Judgment. on the
many of
Thfl n.Htnhers of the Lew Wallace
highest courts and secure Injunctions pending a
On the other hand. It is very significant that
the
una
chapter
ot
operators
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of the Daughters of the Amer
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wealthiest
and
hearing.
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experience have
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let
time
ture In 1SK5 over the veto of Governor
the present a very good
on the afternoon of February
Bin-- , . inr
n.u
then holding- fran- - given
,
.... pnriMiralions
... ......
I.V.
22, in
honor of Washington's birthIxirdsbutK Liberal: Just before Governor Otero chises the riitht to operate under them for 9'J years, u day.
appointhe
Hagerman
puun.
a
,1i
cover.
Hi
Oni
Governor
ml
Il
nn,l
a
to
over
under
...aa
knt
turned his office
position staiidnoiut. until a lew years aw. when Federal Judge
There will be a "butterfly tea" given FOURTH ST. AND RAILROAD AVE,
ed Dr J. H. Sloan, a Santa Fe democrat, to the
In
of
the
late
place
the
decision that reeoKiiIzed the claims w th,. laillea of the Lead Avenue
of superintendent of Insurance.
afternoon
There Is probably some good reason why of the corporations as appertaining to the most important Mofhrnii.:. Vinrrh tomorrow
Pedro Perea.
social rooms, from 2:30
repubIn
church
the
a
consistent
been
always
iu
who
appeaieu
has
city
Otero,
eiiy.
lias
The
Governor
mink lines in the
until 5 o'clock. A small admission
.
court
lican, should apiKiint a democrat to office, instead ofif I'ntt.k.l Qintoe
fee will lie charged and a cordial inbut
Hngennan,
iniiuiclIf ihi unriiu' v iile f:iv.rM ell v ownu sllil). the
leaving the appointment to Governor
vitation is extended the public ut larue
Tuesday,
In a position to acquire U be present.
in ih.oiv at .. least, be
palitv will, ...
there is the Liberal has not heard what it,ls.
.....
'.
",..,anl.
4Ho miles ot the total inileago ol vim. . u is me
w. Newcomer this afternoon
Mm
The San Francisco Chronicle says the railroads still that the remain.!, r of the system then can be Imught
entertained a number of the friends
Coming A round Again
Insist that the only true way to deal with complaints or paralleled.
The
of Mrs, J. 1'. Kaster, who is here lium
against them Is to carry them into the courts.
'I he residence at 205
Topeka.
Kan.
reason why is quite apparent when the history of the
North Walter street, was tasti fully
States
w.i.otn
wi rwcnUv dlsmised of in theofI'nlted
for the occasion and a
decorated
Is
Missouri
lfKtrIct rouit for the Western district
was served ilnring
luncheon'
dainty
falling
easy
as
It appeasr from it that it is as
studied.
of the afurnoon. Tin- af
course
the
off a log to hang up a case for three or four years, and
fair was informal.
Special Correspondence.
then get it knocked out of court.
will! Bringing
Dr. and Mrs. John F. I'tanv
you what you
entertain a number of then- friends
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According to the New Mexican, the Chlcugo egg trust
tomorrow eveuing at 8:liu o'clock, in'
want - in insinff a. million dollars a week, but certainly
4. .uM
U'auhiiiL'Kii. Inn :tll
Soiii.. nf llw. L'lleSlH who Will their beautiful new home on Westj
eggs
tho
lu
Mexico,
fresh
as
New
in
or
Fe
not in Santa
Railroad avenue. A large number ofj
Lougworth nuptial. ceremony
.. be present at the Roosevelt
.
..
n, u.w. invited guests have accepted lnvita- capital city are selling at forty cents a aozeu. aiuu-v- uI... thu iii, i mm v servants u ins numuer u. Afttf
GOOD OLD
fresh
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for
oiinuiilemlilv lx.voiul those
kludOBt of tlons and the affair gives promise of,
mid
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Mrs.
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Roosevelt
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eggs sell here at fifty cents a dozen and are almost
ixx.ple lo their servants and dependents, and those who being no of the
tho present season.
possible to get at that. Even tho cold storage kind
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alreaily
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for
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have
written
asked
cents
ufflcient age guaranteed go readily at thirty-nv- e
.1 inir feast have been contlnllv linked
Misu Ijirrlne Shuhan entei Uiliu .1 a
lo attend.
per dozen.
Tho thirty rcKultir servants will be assisieu uy " number of her young friends hi St. They just won't let him play
twenty-fiv- e
colored waiters for the dining room. Mary's hall, Nortn hixtn utr.et, last
Tonrnftl vf Education recently said that least
Tin.
anything- - else
Special
arrangements
for the servants will be made evening, with cards and dancing.
"perhaps there Is nothing which indicates the Increase lu the corridor, and these plans have engrossed rne . About thirty guests were present.!
the increase tentii.n of Miss T),iiik..hii n.i.rh
During the course of the evening
of population in a community more than does
in.ro than the prepara dainty
Hear Him
were
refreshments
la number of children attending the public schools."
eai-give
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inurulsbeil
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for
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the
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Shuhan was assisted m. eier-- 1
v.ia Mm, ri. as if undenlublv is the u row th of Al of these servants a present of money and a pretty little Miss
See Him
,.
taming by her sister ami
buquerque in people as well as in property, during the gift as departing souvenir,
O
GreetHlm
gratifying.
butt few years, has been most
The Evening Citizen Is in r. eipt of
"
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t
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a
a
pioiesslcuai
Regularly.
Tt.a Near Mcvlcan lilts center when It says thai In
Reverie," a waltz, writ!.nnr,d arAll New Songs tkis Time
Has young IMuuker any holdings in tho Skadmore ranged by Ida J. McCune, iM,s, .j.
Urltnln and in continental Europe, the parcels post
j
Williamson), of Itoswell, N
oava and pays well, in sdditlon to providing very low stocks?"
Mr9
January
!
Holdings! Wen, i
He goes three or four Williamson, or as she !.., Known
rates, for the transmission of parcels for the people.
Seats ou sale Monday,
daughter."
BiaU-sUnited
' r. .A TTnttod States, the exoress companies Ket the times very week to
throughout the
old Skadniore's
Prices, 60c, 75c and
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29.
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Wholesale Aitent.
West Copper Ave.
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Suggests
HAVE YOU A TELEPHONE IN YOUR HOME? Enables
you to order groceries; call the physician; perform social duties, etc. Rates
rrom Ave cents per day up. Let oi
tell you about it.

CLlirV

I

The Colorado Telephone Co.

''

MELINI & EAKIN,

Albuquerque
Hardware
Company

..,

Oils Theatre
January 30

umu-i'iiw-

........

......

00CKCK0000
Old Servants at

-

Northland Singer
BEN HENDRICKS

18 N,

Room

"

"98-ye-

I

Bad Weather

VV-i.y-

"

ar

A

LOW PRICES

1

ed

"I

liiMONoMril

2

Albuquerque
Hardware
Company

o,.ra

.j

CSISZSZir)

2

1

n

Lte'to

Special price

$3.50 to$6,

a

life-savi-

Cheap Coal Certain.

$2.50
$3.50
$4.75
$3.00
$2.75
$4.00
$4.50
$5.50
$6.00

'

'.

V

i
i
i

T. Armtjo Building.

Oar

Wholesale liquor and

Dealers

Whiskies, Moet ft
Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O.
Cbandon White Seal Champagne, St. Louis A. B. C Bohemian and
Jog ScbllU Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributors
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue and
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom, 111 South Mrit
Street, Albuquerque. New Mexico.
C.

b

. . .

I

JUST IN

. . .

Whitman's Candies
The finest candy made at any price; absolutely pure; always fresh,
the purest of the
healthy and wholesome. Choc elates and
bon-bon-

pur,.

J, H. O'RIELLY

CO ,

Druggists

Barnett Building

-

--

.

..

OLE

wt.rn

OLSON

THE FUEHR UNDERTAKING CO,
307 West Railroad Aienui.
Oiv or Night
Both 'Phones.

0. W. Strong's Sons
STRONG BLOCK

j

CLARKVILLC PRODUCE CO
HAY, GRAIN AND FEED

UNDERTAKERS

TURN OUT

Wholesale and Retail
HIDES. PELTS AND WOOL
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Superintendents
Falrvlew
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.

and

MONUMENTS
201-21-

N. Second SU Both Phones.

601

B. MacMANUS,

South First 8treet

Mgr.

Both Phones

RANKIN & CO.

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE,
LOANS

Aatomatlo phone
T.oom 10, N. T.

S1.

ru;;jci Building
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IS CHARGED

WILL COST SOME

WITH

BIGAMY

Their Baggage Was Gaudily So Alleges Building Inspector Writes of the Advantages to Real Estate and Furnaces John Myers, Alias Maus, Now
be Gained by Joint
Whitcomb in Complaint
Will Represent Outlay of
Decorated, However, Last
Languishes Behind
Night at Depot.
Against Mrs. Pankow.
Statehood.
the Bars.
About $15,000.
THE SEARCH PROVED

FkllJUSS

HEARING

WILL

BE

TOMOkROW

There was a buzz of animated voices
The police court session tomorrow
at the depot last evening while No. 1 morning gives promise of being un
from the east and No. 8 from the usually interesting, for the reason that
west remained there. About a dozen s,.nie domestic troubles centering near
of Albuquerque's fair young ladies, the corner of Eighth street and il
with their gentlemen escorts, were
avenue will receive an airing
darting hither and thither, apparently beiore Judge Crawford.
greatly excited.
Building Inspector A. M. Whitcomb
They carried bags of "something" will be one, of the principals and a
in their prettily jeweled hnnds. A Mrs. rankow the other.
careful scrutiny revealed other queer
Mrs. I'ankow Is a neighbor of Mr.
articles also. Tucked away under the Willi comb. Through an alleged habit
Inarms were cards bearing crude
Mrs. I'ankow has cultivated of throw
scriptions with dainty ribbons dang- ing dirjy water into the street, a
ling from the pockets of their coats. !..iich in the domestic tranquility of
Why they should have hammers and ...o i",.'. lamtlles nas arisen, which
nails, thoug'a, whs exceedingly puz- Father Time only can heal.
zling. "Must be the knockers' club,"
ill. W'hitcomu claims he has
remarked a drummer, as lie swung
asked Mrs. Pankow to debllthly on No. 8. Some giggles-Jus- t
sist from throwing her filth into the
then shook the evening air. "?uoss street, as it. was detrimental to health
Ihey heard me,'' gasped the knight of and a nuisance. This she promised to
the grip, as he thrust a half dollar Into , do, but, Mr. Whitcomb alleges, failed
the porter's ontitt retched hand, whis- to keep her word.
pered a few words into his ear and
Mr. Whitcomb came before Judge
rushed to his berth. Another giggle Crawford and lodged a complaint
belched forth, indicating that It was agulnut the woman who he charges
something more than the drummer's rus violated a city ordinance. She has
cute remark that caused the merri- been cited to appear In police court toment. A trainman on No. 1, who morrow for a hearing. It Is reported
the that Mrs. Pankow has her side of the
sauntered past, sized up
young men, the cards, hammer and story to relate, which will
be done, it
etc.,
nails,
"Looks to is said, in very eloquent language toand remarked:
out
though
might
going
me as
they
be
morrow morning,
driving."
About at that moment, one musical
In less
voice yelled, "Here It Is!"
time than It takes to tell it, all were
TIMING OUT SEWER
gathered about a truck containing a
pllexf trunks ready to be placed on
board ot No. 1. There were Immedi- NOT ENOUGH FALL TO PIPE
ate doings. The Evening Citizen re
MANY
IMPROVEMENTS WILL
porter slid up to one of the young
SOON BE MADE AT JAIL.
men and inquired what it was all
about. Drawing the scribe to one
Sheriff Perfecto Armljo has all prisside, the whisper was: "Sh-- h
the
bride and groom are going away. oners at the Jail who are serving sentences
out today with pick and shovel
These are their trunks Miss Schuster
and Mr. Snellenburg I mean Mr. and digging up the sewer leading to the
jail
in
order to thaw out the pipe,
Mrs. Snellenburg will soon be here.
which has been frozen up for some
Sh-htime
and
In fact, is always frozen up
Then the hammers began to pound
the weather gets a. trifle chilly.
and the parcels in the arms of the when
Sheriff Armljo informed The Evenyoung ladles were transferred to
representative that in the
conspicuous places on the trunks. ing Citizen
first place the sewer Is too near the
"The Bride and Groom Are With surface
and
in the next place there is
You," one card said, In bold, black
a sufficient fall to the pipe to perletters. "A Great Relief," said an- not
mit the refuse from the Jail to flow
other, which pictured a couple In each off
readily.
other's embrace, all alone on the large,
Sheriff Armijo has been assured by
sandy beach of California. Another members of the county commission
card pcrtrayed two hearts linked to- that as soon as Commissioner Alfred
gether, while ribbons were suspended Grunsfeld returns from the east, action
in bridal profusion from the trunks, will be taken toward remedying these
with other ornaments suggestive of defects and several others relative to
Cupid. The baggage man interrupted the sewer system of the county bnstile.
further work of this kind by grabbing There Is no connection with the sewer
hold of the truck and wheeling It over In the second story of the jail, where
to the train. "I'll bet a nickel they many prisoners are necessarily 4 asare going' on No. 1," said one of the signed to cells, which makes the hyyoung ladles. "Oh, we had better gienic conditions exceedingly deplorlook through the train: where 1b my able. The commissioners, It Is under?
bag of rice?" It was handed her by stood, will authorize a sewer conneca very .attentive young iuan.TUe rest tion with all parts at the jail. Not
or tne party put their t.ags ,in readi- until this Is done will the Bernalillo
ness. Down the long platform they county 'jail be what it ought to be,
all waltzed, so to speak. Kvery car nor a fit place In which to confine
was carefully searched. Even the prisoners.
smoker at the head of the train was
not omitted. Nary a bridal couple PRESIDENT BOWtN PASSED
Khowed up, however. "I guess they
have given us the slip," proposed one
THROUGH CITY LAST NIGHT
girls. "Certainly
of the
talkative
looks that way," chirped In a young
man, as he straightened himself erect IN HIS SPECIAL CAR "COLORADO"
again, after peering beneath the rods.
AND BOUND FOR GALLUP AND
"It Is certainly mean of Irma
slip
PACIFIC COAST.
away like this!" said another lassie.
Then everybody laughed, and filing
The private car of G. W. Howen,
into couples they promenaded up Rail- "Colorado,"
president of the Colorado
road avenue and home, to talk It over & Southern railroad company, was atat greater length.
tached to No. 1 last evening.
President 'Bowen and his family
TRIED TO INDUCE MARSHAL
were occupants of the car and were
to the Pacific coast. Prcui-deTO REDUCE LICENSE FEE enrotite
Bowen was seen by several local
men relative to the coal situation.
SMILES AND PERSUASIVE WORDS They were informed, it is understood,
OF MADAME RENO FAILED IN that Mr. Bowen would stop off at Gallup and look through the mines there
THEIR MISSION.
but it is doubtful whether he will be
able to relieve the situation any InasChief of I'olice McMillln had a lady much as it is not a case of a coal
caller yesterday.
It was Madam
shortage, but rather a famine of cars
Reno, a palmist. She spent a full halt in which to transport the fuel, accordhour interviewing the marshal, dur- ing to a gentleman conversed' with
ing which time she smiled her sweet- last evening by a reporter from The
est and conversed in a most cultured Evening Citizen.
manner and all for the purpose of
inducing the marshal to reduce the
license fe from $1'5 to $20 per month. HORSES TRIED TO SHAKE
The marshal would not "persuade,"
THE WATER WAGON
however, and Madame Reno was informed that if she wanted to practice
her profession in Albuquerque it was RAN AWAY THIS MORNING AND
np to her to dish up the twenty-fiv- e
WERE HEADED FOR ZEIGER'S
bucks. She dug them up, but Insisted
WHEN STOPPED.
it was an extorition, inasmuch as such
Angeles only
cities as Denver and
The bay team of horses belonging
charged $20 a month. "You are In to the municipality were hitched to
Albuquerque, now," she was told, "and tho large, red water wagon this mornit costs $25 here."
the
ing and utilized in sprinkling
During the absence of City Clerk streets. Pedestrians were very much
the marshal issues licenses.
startled to see the team, shortly after
9 o'clock, come tearing down North
Second street at a mad gallop.
Tbe
GOT HIS FIRST START
animals apparently tired of being on
IN NEW MEXICO the water wagon, for with tongues out
and eyes set they were headed direct
for Zeiger's cute when stopped and
A.
C.
CANFIELD, HUSBAND
OF sent back to work.
WOMAN KILLED IN LOS ANGELThe horses were later given a drink
ES. WAS HERE LAST WEDNESbut of WATER. While tho aqua went
DAY.
squeaking down the horses' throats,
they oast furtive glances at each other
C. A. Caufleld, the bereaved husband and out of the corner of their eyes lu
of the society woman shot, last Sat- the direction of Railroad avenue.
urday in Los Angelen, ,y a former
coachman, Morris Buck, is well known DID NOT
MIND PAYING
to a number of New Mexico people,
and to Albuquerqueans.
FINE
FOR
ASSAULTING HIM
Mr. Canfleld was in Albuquerque
Wednesday
in
company
with his
last
two daughters and
on WILLIAM GIFFORD HURLED BAD
board the private ear of his partner
LANGUAGE
AT
ANOTHER
in the oil business, Edward I Doheny,
SHOVED THROUGH WINDOW.
en
were
whom
of
to
Old
route
all
Mexico, where Mr. Caufleld was at the
The police arrested John Biddle-cora- e
time of the killing of bis wife. He
and William Gifford this mornAngeles as ing on the charge of disorderly conis now speeding to
special
train,
over
a
the
duct.
as
It was ascertained by Judge
fast
Crawford at their trial that Biddle-com- e
Southern Pacific can carry him.
Mr. Canfleld, who Is a
was not to blame for what ocmade his first strike for wealth curred. He was discharged. Gifford
in New Mexico. It was at Kingston, was found guilty and fined $5.
at the old Comstock mine. With the The trouble happened at Graham
money made out of this mine Canfleld Brothers' saloon.
Blddlecome had
and his wife removed to Los Angeles, Just paid off some bricklayers when
where he engaged In the oil business he was met by Gifford and called vile
with Mr. Dobeney. He was interested and obscene names and dared outside
with Mr. Doheney in the Mexico oil to fight. In a preliminary Blddlecome
fields near Tampieo, particulars of was shoved through a window glass
which were given In last Thursday's and a bad cut Inflicted on his hand.
Gifford did not deny calling the
Issue of The Evening Citizen.
names alleged.
"I did not call him
anything ha is not," remarked Gifford
BASKET BALL.
MAJORS VS. MINORS, TO DECIDE after being fined.
"This has been
CHAMPIONSHIP. brewing for some tlroa." Gifford Is a
TERRITORIAL
GAME CALLED AT 8:30, AT THE bricklayer and it la understood has
FH13AY.
FEBRUARY 2. bad some trouble with Hiddttx-otnCASINO.
DANCE AFTER GAME.
which caused the melee this morning.
s
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URGES CITIZENS TO "STAND PAT"

Special Correspondence
Doming, N. M., Jan. "8.
passage of the bill by congress The the
and
favorable report by tho senate committee have inspired hope and confidence in the minds of the timid
throughout southwestern New Mexico,
and especially in our progressive llt- ue cny, ana nas created an enthusiasm among the old guard of statehood advocates that is indeed cheering.

The great state of Arizona Just
think of it the resources of the two
great territories combined. The new
state will at once take rank among
tiie great states of the Union the ex
tensive coal Holds, agricultural, cattle,
sheep and other resources of New
Mexico, together with the area min
ing resources of Arizona, the beautiful
mountain scenery, the fertile valleys,
progressive citizens, with the magnifi
cent shcool fund, 11u general Intelligence of her citizens, the government
donations to the flew states of mil- 11 ns
of acres. of public lands, with
other good things provided for In the
Din all combine and go to make tin
conditions in the new state of which
every true American citizen can be
Justly proud. Emigration and capital
will flow in from every part of the
Union, new enterprises, manufactures,
new railroads will spring
un all
over this great domain, and will give
tne new state such an impetus that
all creation can't check It. It will be
as great a revolution as that created
in the mind of the old granger, when
the first train started out from St.
Louis.
The news went out to the
country that the first railroad line had
been completed from St. Louis, and
that they would start the first train
out on a certain date. The old gran
ger, accompanied by his son, had rode
horseback 100 miles to see the start
and when he arrived tbe train was al
ready on the track and steam un. The
old fellow Inspected the cars, examined the enginp, etc., and when he got
through the son says:
Well, dad, what do you think of
it?"
The old man reflected, looked wise.
and replied:
"My boy, they will never start It."
Anout this time the engineer nulled
the throttle, blew the whistle, and the
train started off like "twa-forton tbe
shell."
The old man stood dumbfounded.
when tne boy asain approached him:
Well, dad, what do you think of it
new?"
The old man looked at the curling
smoke in the distance, the train going like greased lightning, and turned to the boy and in the most dazed
and solemn manner, said:
"My boy, they will never stop It."
So It will be with progress and prosperity of the great new state once
started, all of the old political haks
and now frenzied skeptics, all the mo
nopolistic corporations and their paid
agents, and all our old moss backed
pessimists, can never' stop It and in-- i
stead of practically no representatives, we will have two able senators
and two real representative congressmenthe latter elected directly by the
people; a Judiciary and state officers
will ull be responsible to the people,
and railroad rates, and other public enterprises which
their emoluments and powers from the state, will
be regulated by the state. It will then
be decided whether New Mexico and
Arizona will be forced to pay double
the freight traffic from tho east, that
our sister, the great state of Texas,
pays. We have as able men in New
aiexlco and Arizona to represent us
as Texas has. Put them In the 'harness and watch the results.
It would seem incomprehensible
that any well balanced. lnteTiiirpnt
citizen of either territory can be so
blinded or so selfish as not to see the
magnificent benefits which the people
at large would receive from Joint
statehood. .The most surprising thing
of all is that the people of Arizona
would attempt to throw over tehlr
shoulders such a splendid opportunity
they retain their name and acquire
the most magnificent domain that was
ever added to any state since the
foundation of this grand republic. The
president sees and realizes the great
benefits to arise from Joint statehood
tne greatest good to the greatest
number Is the watchword an old
democratic doctrine and yet it seems
me wnoie democratic representation
in Washington have followed off a
rew
disgruntled,
insurgent republi
cans, and by their obstructive tactics
are throwing every obstacle possible
in the way of the bill. This is not a
political question, but. one that concerns all the people. The president Is
fighting the very element that democrats have always posed In opposition
to, but now when fhe opportunity
comes to correct these national abuses
they array themselves In solid phalanx against the very reforms
that
they have howled about all these
years. I,et every good citizen, republican or democrat, stand squarely by
the administration, and hold up his
hands in his efforts for a square deal
for the American people. Let us dismiss all prejudice and selfish motives
nd for once unite In the effort to
bring about conditions In this great
commonwealth, which if lost now, may
throw us back for another helf century.
y

DEMOCRATIC.
LITERARY NOTABLES TO
VISIT IN ALBUQUERQUE

Manager Cheatham, of the Alvarado,
states that he has been advised that
Miss Ida M. Tarbell, the famous writer
on Standard Oil topics. In company
with William Allen White, the talented Kansas editor and magazine writer,
and his wife, will arrive in the city
tonight or tomorrow for a few days'
visit in the nietroiolls of New Mexico. The party of literary notables
are making a tour of the western
country and Mr. Cheatham announces
that they have engaged apartments
at the Alvarado for a period of two or
three days. The party Is under the
personal direction of Mr. White, who
is very familiar with the western
fl
country. After their stay in
tho psrtv wiil proceed o thn
Grand Canyon and other points in
California.
Albu-querqu-
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Have Removed to the New
Staab Building

308- -3 JO RAILROAD AVENUE
Behind the bnrs of the city prison,
with a charge of bigamy staring him
In the face. Is tho predicament that a
man giving the name of John Maus,
a carpenter, finds himself In tminv
Maus, whose real name It is alleged Is
Myers, has been lu the city so fnr as
can be learned, about two years. The
past eighteen months of the time he
has been in the employ of Wallace
Hesstideu as a carpenter.
During his residence In this city,
V
Maus, or .Myers, nas leen living wnn
a woman who claims her maiden name
before she married Myers, was Roue
Well.
Tliis woman Myers claims ns
his wife, saying that they have been
married the past two and
yearn. They have two little children.
Yesterday there arrived in the-- city
Mrs. Mary Myers, of Cincinnati, Ohio,
together with her two little sons, one
4 and the other 5 years of age. Going
to the police, she told her story, whlc'n
was to the efTect that Maus was her
husband, John Myers, who had de
JL
f
serted her about two and
years ago In Cincinnati. She identified Maus as her husband. John My
ers, and this afternoon shortly after
1 o'clock he was taken into custouy
and lodged In the city Jail.
In the meantime Mrs. Myers had
gone before United States Commissioner H. R. Whiting and told her
story. Mr. Whiting Immediately isAND
sued warrants, to which she swore,
for the arrest of both Myers, alias
Maus, and the woman he claims as his
wife. Deputy United States Marshal
Cooper arrested the woman this at
ternoon.
Mrs. Myers, who looks as though
her life had been one continual struggle with adverse conditions, and whose
U SOUTH SECOND STREET.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
ever look and action bespeaks the
sorrow she has endured in the past,
told her story In a direct and straightforward manner.
"John Myers and I were married In
Cincinnati, and for awhile we were
happy. Then he began to neglect me.
In the meantime, I became the mother
Lavst Designs Just Received, from
'
of these two little lwiys.
S ime time
answer
after the youngest boy was born John
me. I henrd that he came to
Ladles' Desks and Chairs, Customers' Plate Racks, Book Racks, Hat
The Santa Fo Railway company deserted
Albuquerque, and I had the chief of
Racks, Hall Trees, Library and rarlor Stand Tables, Medicine Cabyesterday filed Its answer to the dam- police at Cincinnati
write to your
inets and Rockers.
age suit 'Instituted against it by Wilof police here and sent his pholiam T. Uarrow, formerly a railway chief
This was about two and one-hal- f
mail clerk who was injured in a wreck tograph.
years ago. One day not long ago
on the Santa Fo. The answer, which I
received a letter from the Carpenwas filed with the clerk of the Bernaunion In this city, saying that a
lillo county district court, does not go ters'
into the particulars of the case, other man resembling my husband, and gothan to set up a general denial of ing under 'he name of Maus, was in
Dnrrow's allegations, upon which he this city working as a carpenter, and
bases his claim for damages to the tha,t they were sure It was my huscame to Albuquerque, and
extent of $10,000. The suit will come band.
up for hearing at the regular March found that It was him, and immediateterm of the district court. Hon. Noill ly swJro out a warrant for his arrest,
fient's Insect Destroyer, the best bug and Insect destroyer made It is
A man
B. Field represent s hp plalnl iff, and charging him with bigamy.
harmless to human beings, but death to all Insects. 35c Per Bottle
Attorney Ralph E. Twitcholl, of Las who is low down enough to desert his
SOLD ONLY BY US.
I wife and two little children
Vegus, the railroad company.
deserves
all the punishment that can be given
him, and If he Is married to the woman be Is now living with as his wife,
l'KOP'N. ALVARADO PHARMACY
I will not cease in my endeavors to
First St. ud Oold Are.
Ho,h PhB..
send him to the penitentiary for bigamy."
In either case, Myers seems to be
tTnr.K
ME M
WOOL
MONEY
up against a tough proposition.
He
We carry a complete Btock of
Has incurred tbe
righteous wrath of
motors for alternating and direct
Assistant United Stales Attorney Med-ler- ,
currents.
wlio says that Myers
will be
Lead and Copper.
VKaiUKt.
prosecuted
to
HOUSE WIRING A SPECIALTY.
the full extent of the
New York, Jan. 30. Lead and cop- law in case
he is guilty of bigamy,
per, quiet and unchanged.
Electric, Gas & Combination
In
and
the event that he Is not mar
.i
, :
'!.-:ried to the woman with whom he has
St. Louis Wool.
Fixtures
been living, and by whom she has be
St. I.ouis, Mo., ,au.
Wool mar- crime tbe father
uf
two
little
chil
ket steady; territory and mediums, 20 dren, he will be prosecuted
under the
30c; fine mediums. JL"f(2Gc;
fine, Ldmunds act. If
the woman, whose
19g21c.
name before her alleged marriage to
Myers, she claims was Rose Weil, Is
Boston Wool Market.
not
married to Myers, she also, will
Boston, Mass., Jan. "0. The wool be prosecuted
under the same law. If,
market here shows sinus of improve- however, she has been deceived
by
ment, with prices firm r recognized Myers also, she, no doubt, will asI 0
6. E. Induction Motor
grades. There have been purchases sist in having him prosecuted.
of One scoured wools costing from 60c
Myers,
Is of (Jerman descent,
216 8outh 8econd Street.
up by dealers who secured slight con- Is a young,who
fellow, of per
cessions.
haps 32 years f age. When reen by
Agents General Electric Co. Crocker, Wheeler Co.
a reporter for The Evening Citizen In
Chicago Live Stock,
his cell at
city Jail, Myers refused
Chicago, Jan. 30. Cat He Receipts, to discuss the
the case at any length.
5,000; market
steady to strong;
"I have retained Attorney Moore,'
beeves, $3.75(35-25cows and heifers.
Myers, "and he has instructed
$t.404.25; stockers ami feeders, $2.50 said
me not to talk for publication.
My
4.40; Texans, $3.5ffi 4.50.
name Is Maus. I have been In Albu
ix.oOO;
Sheep Receipts,
market querque about four years and have
ANTONIO ARMIJO, Prop.
steady; sheep, $3.75(9 5. '; lambs, $5
been working for Wallace Hesselden.
I
.40.
The woman with whom I have btsen
HOME GROWN PURE CHILE
living here is my lawful wife. That's
Provisions.
all I will say."
Chicago, Jan. 30. Following
we
Special Sales Every Saturday. Auto Phone 601. 121 N. Third Street
Further efforts at questioning My
closing prices today:
ei'B proved fruitless.
He will be given
O
Wheat May, Hac: .fuly. 83c.
a preliminary hearing tomorrow.
Orrn May, 44c; July, 44c.
Oats May, 307.c; .inlv, 29c.
FRANK BELL 13 A
Pork Jan., $13.90; May, $14.12 .
STRANGER IN PRESCOTT
Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works 0
.May,
$7.00.
Iard Jan., $7.45;
The Present t Courier, dated Janu
1
M.iv,
Ribs Jan., $7.45;
$7.00.
ary Z'.i, says: Last Monday a stranger
HALL, Proprietor
ft.
3
who gave the name of Frank Hell, and
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Can; Ihaitlan
Closing Stock Quotations.
who is alJUt 50 years of age, walked
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Front
for I
New York, Jan. 3u
llowing were into tlin sheriff's office of this county
Buildings.
4
closing prices today:
lie
to
aid
desired
and
surrender
Rapmlrm on Mining and Mill Machinery m Bptolalty
Atchison, common
926 himsiif. us lie was the man who murFoundry east side of railroad track.
AJbsqserae, K. M.
Atchison, pfd
106'4 dered Colone Chaves, in New Mex
148
New York Central
He was locked up.
ico In r.t'il.
Pennsylvania
14214 Sinci" i lieu he lias made contradictory
Southern Pacific
about various matters,
bRU Mati'inciHs
inclining bis first statement. Tcl- 153
Union Pacific, commou
STEAM
CARPET
passed
CLEANING
Union Pacific, pfd
97
between
Sheriff
enrati.s
THE CELEBRATED
Copper
I.invry ami the governor of New
109
THORNTON
The:
Cleaner '
Ah ah
retarding Hell, and, as a re
U. S. S., common
43
Cleans everything.
He Is the
ot
sult
these telegrams, Deputy
U. S. S., pfd
110
Furniture Man. Moving, pack-- '
I'liitut States Marshal Foruoff, of
ing and shipping, unpacking and
Nt-Mexico, arrived In Prescott last
Kansas City Live Stock.
setting up, and is no upstart at
He comes at the special re- a inn
Kansas City, Mo., u. 30. Cattlt
the business. There Is no otReceipts, 14,000; mini t steady to a ii ' nf lie governor of New MexherJust Thornton. Tbat'a all.
shade lower; natlv 'eera, $3.85f? ico, fully empowered to make a thor-oul:- J Both 'phones.
investigation, e,nd says that all
55.90;
southern stcrs $3.25(R4.05;
is anxious to see the
u Mexico
southern cows, $i.i'.'n 4.36; native
cows and heifers, $.' r4.90; stock- murderer of Colonel Chaves brought
Bottled In Bond.
JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS
STAGE LINE
ers and feeders, $J
4.80; bulls, to juniice, but no one wants to harm
man.
by
A
an
bullet
innocent
$2.50ft3.85; calves.
;i7; western an unknown person laid fired
fed steers, $3.50(5 5 .50 western
Colonel
Carries the United States mall:
fed
cows, $24.
liiavcs low, and the murder was one only Una with a change of stock en
most
In
cowardly
history
route; good rigs, horses and drivers;
Sheep Receipts, 2.'"'11; market was uf the
the
Distil) era,
rig leaves Albuquerque every Monday
uf NYw Mexico.
weak to i0c lower; muttons, $3.25
FRANKFORT,
XT.
Wednesday
and Friday at 6 a. m. For
lambs, $5.60tf 7.2."; range wethers. $5.404.G0; fed cw-s- ,
A1 the Klks' Opera House, this even-inn- , particulars,
address W. L. Trimble
$45.35.
iheaicr goers are promised a com- Co., agents, Albuquerque, N. M., or J.
Long on Hair, Short on Diamonds. plete
of "Ole Olson," B. BLOCK, Proprietor, perea. N. M.
pioductlon
MELINI & EAKIN
"IMamond Dick" M
regist- wllh the (lever Swedish dialect comSole Afeats.
ered at the Neweonib List night, and edian ami Northland singer, Mr. Den
called on his old friend, Dr. Cornish. lleii(lri '. who has fully demon-niia'eAlbuqwrqu; N. M.
Ir. McKarland still wcarg ftis long
Antomatio Ptone, its.
lnnii If to be au exceptionhair, but has disposed of most of the ally el' vi r and magnetic comedian
$30,000 worth nt HlHmon.la wllh which and rin: r "t rare ability. The play
OVER POST HARDWARE CO.
he used to blaze.
215
(III.) Her- - ii of 'ha' Kiii tiintr, homo loving kind
West Hail road A vs.
B1U.
that Hi'i't aU iii ull clases of theater
Auto Phone, 320.
Albuquerque Novelty Works
goer.
'I tell you," declared the man who
F. 8. HOPPING, Proprietor
knew much of the ways of the world,
The Philadelphia woman who wanthis'
when you lose your money you know ed a French consul to teach her dog
"I wonder If Grafton got any of
ffimeat of
Ju8t
wher to find your friends.-"Whe- re
French is nut a subject for an Inquest money out of politics."
Cleveland.
HmhW
vh..m.
Mie sh. ubl be looked affor
fl'iMn not. Think bo got all of it Tribune Bicvcles.
of lunacv
do you find hein?"
Renali-ltit all
"Where you ain't."
in Xlli!ic
by the S. P. C. A.
kinds. Before buying give us a call.
The contract for collecting and disposing of city garbage, has been awarded to Fletcher Mitchell, as is generally
known. The resolution vesting Mr.
Mitchell with this authority alsj pro
vided for a crematory where the refuse bo collected could be burned.
In view of public gossip It would
seem that the people generally are
not very familiar with the crematory
part of the ordinance, and which Institution will represent an expenditure of about $15,000.
Tho general impression has been
that inasmuch as Mr. Mitchell hnd.
been awarded the contract for collecting the garbage It was up to him to
coustmct his own crematory.
Mr.
vlitcbeii informs a reporter from The
Evening Citizen that he does expect to
pay for the crematory, but the city of
Albuquerque will have to purchase the
real estate.
H might be stated here for the enlightenment, or all that the ordinance
as passed by the council states that
the real estate shall be purchased by
the city and the crematory erected at
the expense of the scavenger.
Mayor McKee said this afternoon
that a site had not yet been decided
upon and he did not know, as yet,
where the crematory would be located.
Mr. Mitchell stated that tho crematory would consist entirely of furnaces
In which to burn up the refuse. There
would be no buildings. "You will not
burn all the garbage?" he was asked.
"Well, all Tags and the like which
might be diseased will be thrown into
the fire," he replied. "Clean garbage,
and that free from glass and the like,
will be disposed of to raisers of pigs.
Tin cans can also be disposed of to
firms who use them to good advantage. The carcasses of dead animals
will be burned."
The ordinance will become effective
about as soon as the crematory can
A force of
be placed In readiness.
men with wagons will then start on a
systematic trip atxmt the city gathering the refuse. Mr. Mitchell's contract
Is for seven years.
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TOLD OF "FIGHTING JOE" WHEELER

TUESDAY, JANUARY 30,
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H. O'RIELLY CO.'S TEST.

Sold Hyomel for Years and Know
Will Cure Catarrh.

it

J. II. O'Hielly Co. have given Hyomel a most thorough and remarkable

Communication Made Easy

test. For a long time they have offered to refund tho money to liny purchaser of Hyomel, if it failed to benA Long Furlough.
efit.
V
Asked at Tampa how It felt to wear
The remedy hm made bo many curea
reblue again. "Fighting Joe Wheeler
among their customers that they have
plied: "Tell tho truth, 1 seem to feel urged its use la the most chronic cases
as though I had been away on a fur- of catarrh.
lough and had got back to my own
lireathed for a few minute four
colors."
times a day, through the Inhaler that
comes
wan every outfit. It soothes
Little Boy Blue.
the Irritated mucous membrane of
ol
hero
Wheeler,
.Toe
Major General
the nose, throat and lungs, kill!
two wars, was always referred to in tne catarrnai germs, and restores
Chicle
Blue.
Hoy
the family circle as "Little
complete health.
.
Another nickname that stuck to him
I he
complete Hyomel outfit costs
latter
this
Explaining
was "Point."
$1, and consists of an Inhaler
only
Wheeler, hat. can
bo built for $20,000 a mile, across the name to a friend. Miss Annie
carried in the pocket or
said: "Pa purse, anabewtii
Dakota, where tho work will bo done (he old warrior's daughter,
last a lifetime, a med
West icine dropper, and
principally with the aid of teams.- In wan always called 'Point' at length,
a lottla of Hyomel
was
neither
he
Point,
army
because
Is
If
this
Rockies,
however,
small
not
a
the
sufficient fo ra complete
cure, additional bottles of Hyomol
of IalKJiora will be needed. And bo breadth or thickness."
can be obtained for 60 cents.
great Is the project that there will be
Old
Chum.
Hi
Compare this small expense with
employment for a year or two for
or
careers
up
the
traced
"I have
the fees charged by specialists, and
i
practically nil tnw imo, hwi-biivPoint,
at
Wert
my
old companions
mon labor which It will be possible
remember, too, if Hyomel does not
,
.
rrM.
l
'""'"I cure, J. H. O'Rielly
ni. m s IQ general " ucm ii l"
Co. will return
Ul l.llu lllltt li rnuiimn'i ai
t . your money.
I
5b
when
were th ere
H
that in the next mfour or five years who
vuc
VOCAL INSTRUCTION.
nmm 4hn autvi fr Dt'pn Kinea in uumc
nTM.ov r
any
euiuier in iuo winiu
ttor.nnnnn
ih Mllwmiboa road, ten mo inai
courage
greater
MRS. W. H. MILL8.
or
greater
The 'route for passenger business can display
instruction and voice build
ii.li. tar favi.ri hv ho irmnnirement devotion to duty than the American, ingVocal
a specialty.
Studio, 412 South
of the road is from Chicago by way and I have Been Americans In action
phone, 741,
of Milwaukee and St. Paul to Evarts who hailed rrom ail sections or me Fifth street. Automatic
o
and the west. The southern route country, mere was no aurerence,
Soothing and Comfortlna.
easterner,
southerner,
will be from .Chlcaeo bv way of ba- - Northerner.
The soothing and comforting effects
vannnh. or possibly Rock island, westerner one was as great as me of DeWltt s Witch Hazel Salve, when
Jackson, la.. Mason City, Spencer, other."
s
applied to Piles, cuts, bolls, etc.,
Pnnton nnd Chamberlain.
pain almost Instantly. This Salve
LIKeO Steep
Of I
"
0
nfltlVCB
TV,
Ttr.Aa
BTa
.
,....
. c.
'
.V
i no .iiv
I
.... . n .
,
-Q draws out the Inflammation, reduces
Diiu-n...c1,.uci
ThPv ro Irfrth over H i reel
swelling and acts as a rubefacient,
friend of "Wheeler said to him:
warrior, Joe, thus circulating the blood through the
Neither ever had a course in a tech- - are a peaceful looking you
up so re diseased parts, permitting or aldln
Thor remove! to New what Is It that holds
remove the
Nature to permanently
York In 1862 and soon after entered markably through tlie hardships and trouble entirely. Sold by all drug
tho nirrtini, hnsinnss. One of their I tribulations of war?"
gists.
iiTiHertnlj ntra n the latter 80 sl
waeeier smiieo. uive me enouBii
was the erection of the big Schlesln- - sleep and I can stand anything,' he
irer nr docks at Escanaba. Mich., up replied. "Let me go to bed at 10
to that time the largest of the kind o'clock, and I don't care bow hard It
comes the next day. If a man wants
In the country.
to be active, he must have plenty of
sleep, and must not overindulge In in
toxicating drinks. Then he can stand ...SANTA FE BIUNCII...
DIGNIFIED JUDGE AND
extremes of climate and the most ar
SOCIETY SCANDAL SHEET duous duties.'
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GOOD ANECDOTES

GET FIFTY MILLION DOLLARS FOR ONE JOB

fV

CITIZEN.

RVRMIXO

El Paso & Southwestern System
Between the Great Southwest and Kansas City, St. Louis, Chicago,
and all points North and East by the

Rock Island System
Shortest, quickest, therefore, the best. The only way with two through
trains dally, carrying standard and tourist sleepers, observation dining car, chair cars and coaches. For any trip, anywhere, any time
TAKE THE SOUTHWESTERN.
For full particulars see any agent, or address

CARNETT KING

R. STILES

V.

General Agent.

Gen. Pass. Agent.
EL PASO, TEXAS.

,'

yy
ST

V

Milwaukee, Wis..
Jan. 30. The
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul railroad has Just awarded the largest
single contract for railroad work ever
lrt In the United States to one firm.
Mcintosh Pros., of this city, will build
this road's extension to the Pacific
coast, a distance of 1.50H miles, from
Evarts. S. D., to Seattle, in n lilltion
4oo
miles more or less, from
Chamberlain, S. 1)., connecting with

TIE
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j
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Bub-due-
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A

G'R A N D E

O

SYSTEM
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I

1
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'Scenic Line of the

Woi-ld- "

-

Shortest and quickest line
Santa Fe to Denver, Pueblo and Colorado Springs, and all Colorado potato.
Connection at Denver and Pueblo with
all lines east and weet Time aa quick
and rates as low as by other lines.

D.5R.G.3ys!eR)

OF GORMAN

York, Jan. 30. The hornet's
Into which Justice Joseph M.
Deuel, of the court of special sessions, walked, when he brought his
suit for alleged libel against Norman
Hapgood, editor of Colliers Weekly,
will probably result In the Judge leav
lng the bench, either voluntarily or by
command. To effect the latter end a
movement is now on foot.
Counsel for Hapgood attempted to
show that ultra fashionables tho country over have been scandalized or
complimented In Town Topics, accord- New

nest

HAS LINED THE DEMOCRATIC SENATORS
MARYLAND POLITICIAN
BILL IN DANUP TO DEFEAT ROOSEVELT RATE LEGISLATION
GER AND SENATE MAY BE KEPT IN SESSION ALL SUMMER.

Washington, D. C Jan. 30. Owing Roosevelt's bill, as the republicans In
to make
to a conspiracy between the demo- the senate were determinedmeasure.
to that
cratic and republican leaders of the an open resistance
The sudden move of teh house demI'nlted States senate the opixments
or Roosevelt's rate legislation are con- ocrats is like a charge of dynamite
The
fident the cause is already defeated. under the Gorman conspiracy.
The president's friends are informed senate leaders are all up In the air.perA day or two ago they were
of the situatlcn and frankly admit that
fectly confident that rate legislation
the outlook is more discouraging than
It has been since the campaign be- was already defeated, and they were
correspondingly Jubilant. Now It Is j
gan.
Heroic remedies are already being perfectly certain that the senate com-discussed. One is a Bpecial message mittee on interstate commerce win
bill as the
to congress, centering the attention report the
of the country on the senate and its administration measure, and by a majority vote.
course.
For Gorman to attempt to resist will
Another Is for the house to take a
hr,A k -- ofiiRlnir tn vote fcr the ioint be to court political BUiclde, not oniy
resolution of adjournment next spring, for himself, but for those of his party
and thus keep the senate In session all who follow his lead,
democrats of the senate, It la
summer
of freely predicted, will now be
Senator Arthur Pue Gorman
to hot foot after the
is credited with the chief pelled Democratic-Republicacon- - velt
Fhare in the anti-rat- e
Hepburn bill. The only alternative
He Is said to be
black flag and come
with Senator Nelson W. Aldrich of is to run up the
bodily as personal companions of
Rhode Island leader of the republican out money
power.
maj:rlty. to carry out the will of the the
railway interests
MEANS
To this end. he has. it is understood.
organized the democrats of the sen-- ,
entered)
been
compact
has
EXPLAINED ILlARLY
ate, and a
Into bv which the alleged friends of
-democratic
rate legislation on the
hadlfy sends a
Rlde
7 h1Coarmandwlll ToLoT'l LAR TO THE tZVENN C?T?ZEN
1

llavey-Hepbur-

Effective

The Sole Survivor.
beautiful story Is told of Joe
Wheeler. During the Spanlsh-Amer- i
can war, as he stood contemplative In
front of his tent, a troop of cavalry
Wheeler caught
came dashing by.
sight of the guidon, and sprang impul
sively toward It. "That's my troop!
he shouted, "hurrah, loys, go it!"
and Troop A. Third Cavalry, went by
in a whirlwind of dust.
Then the old general sadly realized
"No, that Isn't my old troop," he said
pathetically, to an officer standin
near. "No Jack was killed at Chan
cellorsville, Heverly at Saylor'a Creek
and and there Isn t a man
them left who rode with me loot to
boot, saber to saber, when we fought
the Conianches in Texas, forty years
ago."
Then old Joe Wheeler, the tear
welling in his eyes, turned and enter
ed his tent to hide his emotion.

Westbound.

Eastbound.

A

Stations.

No. 426.

am

PULLMAN
SLEEPERS,
DINING
CARS, TOURIST CARS, CHAIR
CARS.

Dumber JO, 1 905

On all through

trains. No tiresome
delays at any station.

No. 425.

Santa Fe Ar. 3:30
Espanola
1:26 p m
2:11pm
12:26 p m
Embudo
3:00 p m
Ftarranca
11:36pm
4:02 p m
10:29 p m
Servtlleta
10:00pm
4:32 p m
Tres Piedras
8:10 p m
6:45 p m
Antonlto
8:30pm
Alamosa
6:40am
11:05 p m
3:00 am
Pueblo
9 :40 p m
Colo. Springs
4:35 a m
7:30 a m
Ar. Denver Lv.
7:00 p m
Trains stop at Embudo for dinner,
where good meals are served. '
Connections.
At Antonlto, for Durango, Silverton
and intermediate points.
At Alamosa, for Denver, Pueblo and
Intermediate points, via either the
standard gauge line via La veta Pass
or the narrow gauge via Salida, making the entire trip In daylight and
passing through the FAMOUS ROYAL
GORGE.
Also for all points on the
Creede branch.
S. K. HOOPER. G. P. A..
Denver, Colo.
A. S. BARNEY, Traveling Freight
and Passenger Agent.

11 MM)

p ni

Lv

12 :51 p ni

The "Old Jay."
Wiry, quick and energetic, enveloped
In an old linen duster, a little man,
wearing a slouch hat, crowded his way
through the throng In the rotunda of
the Tampa Bay Hotel when the wa
expedition to Cuba was in preparation
Nobody seemed to know this quaint
looking, little old man, and he was
given scant attention.
On the sun
blistered side of the hotel, where the RAILROAD TIME TABLE
thermometer stood at 110, he was
given a room.
(In effect November 12, 1905.)
When he entered the dining room
Eastbound.
tho head waiter passed the "old Jay1 No. 2, Atlantic Express, arrives 7:55
to the last table, where people of little
a. in., departs 8:30 a. m.
consequence were assembled.
No. 4, Chicago Limited, arrives 11:69
JUDGE DEUEL.
But Major General Wheeler, for thi.
p. m., departs 12:09 a. m.
is who the "old jay" was, didn't mind No. 8, Chicago & Kansas City ExAND SCHOOL BOARDS,
ing to the way they "gave up" money all this a bit. He smiled at the flower
press, arrives 6:45 p-- m., departs
by product of the Col. Win. D. laden tables reserved for staff an
for
ed by the unsupported vote of the re-- 1
7:45 p. m.
Eyen,
recelvcd the .Manntheenterprise, "Fads and Fancies.
The
,,tien
president
The
and "shoved" In his No. 10, Chicago Fast Mail, arrives
field officers
publican senators.
foUow.
clrcular from Supermtend-know- g
Though the clignitied old Justice de- - simple order for dinner with a lusty
this and so does Mr. A d"ch.
6:50 a. m., departs 7:30 a. ra.
pubUc Instruction Hlram Had.
of
t
was
au
euuui l lu
appetite.
All that is needed Is a solid stand
Westbound.
,8 self.explan. nita U1.U lie
of gunta
rcplcs, he made the astonishing ad
Afterwards, when the "old jay" ap No. 1, California Kxpress, arrives 7:30
in
proofs
party,
mission
he had revised
p. m., departs 8:15 p. m.
peared in a major general s uniform
railway influences, resardless of
To Boards of School Directors, City the Townthat
Topics olllce on publication
and the will of the people may bo cir
and Town Boards of Education, nights, and that he was also finan he Immensely appreciated the aston No. 3, California Limited, arrives
ishment depicted on the faces of some 11:10 a. m., departs 11:20 a. m.
cumvented.
Teachers, and others:
Practically, every democratic sena
under officers, especially of one who No. 7, Mexico & California Express,
I take this means of calling your at- - cially Interested In Fads and Fancies.
scanHe also wrote articles for the
himself nnenulvoh , j0(.oseiy accosted him as "Rube
n tht Fine
t u'hai a inni-tor has d
arrives 10:45 p. m., departs 11:69.
nn
mauj '"lK,"t(jn the day before.
No. 9, Fast Mail, arrives 11:35 p. m.
cally In favor of rate legislation. But Law passP(, by the ast legislature, uai muiiRt'iB oi
j
Southbound.
each cf these gentlemen has been (chap. XLVIII) and found in the late wriuen uy mm uu luui i dihuuuci
directing the solicitors for tads ana
No. 9, Mexico Express, departs 12: It
A Modern Miracle
very careful to refrain from declaring- compilation on page 193 of the
p. ni.
"Truly miraculous seemed the re
in favor of nosevelt rate leg- gu8n edition, and on pago 199 of the Fancies were Introduced In evidence,
covery of Mrs. Mollle Holt of this Local freight train, No. 99, south
Spanish edition. I request you to en- Islatlon.
bound, departs at 5 a. m., and carplace," writes J. O. R. Hooper, Wood
Most of them are smart railroad deavor to have the provisions of that BOY'S ARM BLOWN
OFF BY CHARGE OF SHOT. ford, Tenn., "she was so wasted by
ries passengers.
lawyers, and If they may be permitted jaw carried out In spirit and earnest
boy
of
young
a
Martinez,
Daniel
from her lung
coughing up puf-Arrives From South.
to presenile the particular brand of ness.
ij years, mei wnn a oic.uiui.v-,Doctors declared her end so near that No. 10, Mexico Express, arrives 6:50
rate bill they are to favor, they wllljj You will observe that February 12- dent
9
and the famy na(, WatcheJ by ner bed.
Sunday morning between
a. m.
!tho anniversary of the birth of Abbe easily suited.
will leave him a sl(lp rorty.cignt hours; when, at my No. 10 makes all local stops east of
10 o'clock, which
So will the railways be secretly raham Lincoln is the day establish-servema ";. rpent request Dr. King's New Di
patriotic cuppie lor uiB reumiuuer
Albuquerque.
What will the people do ed by law for appropriate
says the Las egas Optic, l ne acci- - covely waa gVen her. with tho aston No. 1 runs direct to Ixjs Angeles.
the exercises.
about it? Will they be fooled by Oor-:
The accompanying outline and pro- - dental explosion of a shotgun rid- iing rosult that improvement began, No. 7 runs direct to San Francisco.
reif.nfl,.rl Mieerness of men like
the elbow to an(1 rontinued until she finally com No. 3 runs direct to Los Angeles and
man to pass reform legislation, or gram will suggest to you what may ai-be-. died his left arm from
was pictelv recovered, and is a healthy
shoulder, and amputation
San Francisco.
will they nail the shallow pretense done on that day. This occision lm- - the
found necessary.
opportunity
for
,,- - it la worth, and smash the fords a rare
woman today." Guaranteed cure for All trains dally.
patriotic
The young man had a companion, coughs and colds. 50c and $1.00 ai all
T. E. PURDY. Agent.
oonBplraey which sells out party prln- - planting in children such
Arthur Kteue. aud started nuntiug druggists. Trial bottle free
Hnle and nartv name to serve cor- - sentiments as tend to mane tnem loyai
.
and were north of upper Las vegas
i
i:u.l&t;iii9.
i c ill.-ilai
porate greed?
the story of the building of our nation. when they came to a barbed wire COLONEL AUSTEN MARRIES
lAt them individually take part In fence. Martinez crawled through the
MISS LILLIE C. MACKEY
exercises befitting the occasion. Let wires and was pulling the gun
GORMAN SMASHED
Saturday evening there was a quiet
all friends of common schools Join in through, when one of the strands wedding in Las Vegas, tho contract
honoring Flag day. Thus, all may be caught the hammer and the piece was iI1K parties
being Miss I.lllie C,
HOUSE DEMOCRATS COME OUT ine,i with prtriotism and a love for discharged. The shot entered at the Mackay, sister of Mrs. E. 11. Shaw,
nnd devotion to the cause for which elbow and the
bone was literally and Colonel E. G. Goodwin Austen, the
SOLIO FOR ROOSEVELT'S RATE the
flails emblematical. &
blown to pieces, making amputation widely known president cf the terrl- LEGISLATION BILL, AND THE
my
j rt,gr(t (hat the nieung
necessary midway between tue einow torial cattle sanitary board. Mr. and
CONSPIRACY IN ,msal wm not permit me. to print and and shoulder.
DEMOCRATIC
Wislies to
Mrs. Austen left on No. 8 the same
tend a larger number of the pain
tuc SENATE GETS A TERRIFIC phlets.
young man Is now at the La- night for Denver, where the gentle-- '
The
per
May I not hope that all
dies'
and la getting along as man will attend the Western Siork-SWAT IN THE JAW.
sons will cheerfully help to make the well ashome
could
be expected.
mans' convention as a delegate fromi
best use of the means at our disposal?
young man's father Is dead, but New Mexico. Many Los Veeas friends
The
Friends
30.
too
Jan.
much,
jf ot asking
please wriie he
Washington. D. C,
has a mother residing on Ninth with Mr. and Mrs. Austen all possible!
cf rate legislation in the House of anj tell me of your success.
street.
The boy has been working happiness. The bride is the daughter'
steps
HADI.EY.
HIRAM
to(
Representatives have taken
of tho late Hev. Henry Mackay, and
for
Arthur
Ketue on the Wells-Fargthe,
Instruction,
Supt.
of Public
smash the conspiracy between
express
Is esteemed by all who know h,r for
wagon.
of
of
being
observance
our first
Do your friends back
This
democratic and republican leaders
her estimable qualities of heart and
n
the
Flag
day,
teachers should
a good turn by sendEast
Mrs. Nelll charming personal qualities
says:
the senate to defeat the admlnlstraNew
The
Mexican
ani her
ing us a list of their
terlal at their command. In many I!. Field of Albuquerque, who came to cultured mind.
rate bill.
addresses.
names
and
That is the meaning of the quick de- - cases they can devise better exercises
uiita Fe for the inaugural reception,
We will send them determination of the democrats in the than I can. Hut as an aid, I present and ball, as a guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Music Cure.
tne
Beats
scriptive land literature
house to unite with the republicans the following:
A. M. Uergere, will remain for another
"To keep the body in t m. ," w rites
1. "The Star Spangled Hanner" or
about your section of the
.in the unanimous support of a bl par-- . 'some
Place,
week's visit. She has many friends Mrs. lieu Itrown. 20
H'ng.
pa'rlotic
accessible
other
Southwest.
pleas- I'oughkeepsie, N. Y.,
tlsan bill
take Iir.
The in Santa Fe who will hear with remain
2. Recitation
or Reading
Write today to
King's New Life Pills. Tli,y are the
When It was explained to John Meaning
ure l bat she has decided to
Flag.
Our
of
o.u
ih,.
house
.
..f
ii'n!i..,a
u.,ir
t
pleasant
and
nio.-been
reliable
longer.
I
has
name
laxative
Mrs. Field's
ounill
3. A
Gen. Colonization Agent, A. T. &
minority, that Senator onrtnnn nail
ik r.n.I.AS,.lrf.v ll,r,m
the have found." lWsst for the Mnmach,
S. F. Ry-- i
and let ono of theso Tocite among the many lists of guests at
1
organized the railroad senators ut his children
Rowels.
Guai,u:itn
bv
lver
and
all
ana tnen im m wnwi j..in social at a is this week.
Exchange, Chicago.
j . .v,.. 1 i.i n,i nlortert them nrst verse,
Railway
25c.
druggists.
wHht tl, in the concert recitation and so on
Ye Writer's Touah Luck.
Reading
The
,
Hecuaiioi
,.r ..r..oilr,cx Innm-v- f
Book on Groundhog Day.
On last Tuesday ye writer went to
u'
,
Hag.
V'
American
Ten to one strawberries ar, ri'ie.
went to A. J.
program, .e
.,,.
'
r
to thn Hat. (See man Jasper, and the old lady
One to 10 there Is lc:l:!!r.i:.
Curtis', ami when we came home our
ner of salute on another page.)
reward
live to one spring plowing is
liberal
dog
missing.
program. . . . .... . .
A
was
The
6. Reading
or RocltaMon
TV
and CURE me LUNC8
l
n
i
Informix
or
captor,
for
Us
ciQ
W..H.
don
the
and
u
"
noi iukb
nag
ooos By.
'.s ar,,
me
r'lft
a
one
together.
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the line to the coast at either Miles
City or Camp Cook, on the Northern
Pacific, In Montana.
Lines of railroad Just as long as
this have been built before, but the
contracts for them have been lot In
sect Ions.
The officials of the road hope to
have the line finished in three years,
but it may take five years before con-1- o
with the
nect ions are established
coast steamers. Parts of the road can
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For Illustrated advertising
matter
or Information, address or apply la

S. K. HOOPER, G. P. & T. A., Denver, Colo.
A. S. BARNEY, T. P. A., Santa Fe, New Mes.

Santa

Fe Central Railway System

SUNSHINE

ROUTE, via TORRANCE GATEWAY.

Fast passenger and freight service. 8teamshlp tickets to all parts
of the World.
Connections at Torrance, N M., with the El Paso & Southwestern

and Chicago, Rock Island A Pacific Railways. At Kennedy and Santa
Fe, N. M., with the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe railway. At Santa
Fe with the Denver & Rio Grande railroad.
Special attention given to handling of passengers and freight. Send your freight via the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific railway, via Torrance, N. M.
Your business respectfully solicited.
W. H. ANDREWS.
B. B. GRIMSHAW
Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
Asst. to Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
FRANK DIBERT, Asst. Secy, and Treas.
J- - p- A. L. GRIMSHAW,
,LYN.
City Frt. and Pass. Agt.
Traveling Fit. and Pass. Agt
GENERAL OFFICES
8ANTA FE, N. M.
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Cheep Rate to

,

California

.
auL-it'i)-

Callfornlans raise gold they don't mind much how. An easier way
has boen found than that. It is now obtained by fanning. The alchemy
or nature converts the oranges, lemons, olives, grapes, wheat, alfalfa
and other products of the soil into good clothes, comfortable residences,
and assuring bank accounts. 'Tis being done every day in California.
Wouldn't It pay you to inquire into this? Better yet, why not go there?

--

-

ONLY 3

d.

From Albuquerque to almost all points in California and to many places
Arizona. Liberal stop over privileges.
On sale dally, February 15 to April 7. 190C. Tourist sleepers dally
on fast trains. Harvey meals.
T. E. PURDY, Agent,
For particulars, apply to
The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Ry. Co., Albuquerque, N. M.
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HAVANA CIGARS
Sold by all Dealer
Rich and Fragrant

help settle

1

U.-.-

SMOKE

Finest Whiskies
Wines, Brandies. Etc.

BARNETT, Prop'r.

SAMPLE AND

West Railroad Aveaue

CLUB ROOMS

Thos. F. Keleher

PAINTS,

OILS,

VARNISHES
BRUSHES.

Leather,
Harness,
Saddles,
Robes, Horse Blankets, Etc.
metto Roof Paint; lasts five years
stops leaks. Cash paid for Hides

felts.
K9

WEST

RAILROAD

AN L

Lar
Pal
and
and

AVENUE

B. F. COPP, D. D. S.
Room

17.

N. T. Armijo Building.

Indigestion Overcome.
Indigestion is easily overcome by th
W. L. TPIMBLE & CO.
use of Kdol Dyspepsia Cure, Because
this remedy digests what you eat and LIVERY. SALE FEED AND TRANSgives the stomach a rest allow it to
FER STABLES
recuperate and grow strong again
Kodol relieves Indigestion, Belching o Horses aud Mules bought and ex
etc.,
(Jas, Sour Stomach, Heart-Burn- ,
changes
and enables tho digestive organs to
transform all foods Into the kind of BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CITY
Second street, between Railroad and
rich red blood that makes health and
Copper avenues.
strength. Sold by all druggist.

TUE8DAY, JANUARY

AiAiV 3UEHUUE EVENING CITIZEN.

30, 1906.
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NEW COMPANIES

Moat Market
All

Two

Established.
A postoffice has been
at
Pratt, Grant county, to established
lie served
from Ilodeo, twelve miles to the west.
Onin M. Zelgler has been appointed
postmaster.
A postotnce has been established at
Queen, Eddy county, to lie served
Irom Carlsbad, forty-fou- r
miles to t'ne
northeast. James V. Tnlk has been
apolnted postmaster.

ml

assimilated.
Lean, thin, strlrtf y people do not har
enough Pepsin in the stomach, while fat
people have too much Pepsin and uA
oough Pancreatine.

Kodol
Dyspepsia

IV ft

ff

If.

if

Here la a picture like a
But it Is not a
It Is a line
to
the
Chica go and Syd ney. Auo'ra-lla- .
prod-uet- s
The freight rate on
to points in
is $1.38.
Is In the United States.
The freight rate on the same ptod-uct- s
all the way from
to
t.
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rep-re-se-
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to pay dear ly for freight for be ing in the

United States.
might prove a good placo to start a ham
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CLUB
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Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

Corner Second and Marquette.

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

C. GRANNIS,
Proo.
Auto Phone, 311. Colo., 300 Red.
Day and Nlflht Hack.
Albuquerque,
New
Mexico.

M
M

H
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PIONEER BAKERY
SIMON

Proprietor.
(Successor to Balling Bros)
WEDDING CAKES A SPECIALTY
Wo desire patronage and we guarantee first class baking.
onUlns all the digestive juices that are 207 S. First Street.
Albuquerque.
found in a healthy stomach, and in
xactly those proportions necessary to
Established In 7882
enable the stomach and digestive organs
G.
to digest and assimilate all foods that may
be eaten, Kodol is not only a perfect Sole agents for Casino Canned Goods
Jas. Heektn & Co.'a Coffees. Im
digestant, but it is a reconstructive, tls- boden'a Granite Flour.
,u Dui'dirif tnio
well. Kodol cure
.
inaigesuon, uyspepsia, sour stomach.
Heartburn, Palpitation of the Heart and
BALLING,

Cure

Article of Incorporation.
The following articles of Incorpora-t- l
n have been filed In the office of the
Territorial Secretary, J. W. Raynolds.
me independence Mining company.
The incorporators, together with their
addresses and the number of shares
owned by each are: J. n. Leasure.e
Lamed, Kansas. 45,000 shares; W. W. Constipation. You will like it.
Jennings,
l.arned, Kansas. 133,334
shares; Lcroy I.aniay, Nogal, N. M., Ditfests
133,333 shares; K. H. Kennedy. l.arnRests the stomach, rebuilds the
ed. Kansas, 30,01 it) nhares;
John G.
tissues and five firm flesh.
Muse, l.arned. Kansas. 5.000 snares:
E. (1. Gage l.arned,
tupmt ! i IV,
Kansas. 20, two
1.0 JtoWIM
tlM M B.C. M tk
shares. The capital stock of the com, 01
pany Is 11,000,000, divided Into 1.000.-- j
For sale by all druggists.
umi entires or tne par value or 11
ASK FOR THE 1906 KODOL AL
each; 500,000 shares to be treasury
MAN AC AND
stock.
The principal office of the company
is at Nogal, N. M . and the agent In
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
charge is William S. Bourne. The time
of existence of the company Is fixed
(Small Holding
No. C8.)
at 50 years. The objects for which Department of theClaim
Interior, United
said company is organized is to conStates land office, Santa Fe, N. M
duct a general mining business; acJanuary 29, 1906.
quire property"' for mingin purposes,
Notice is hereby given that the follomill sjtes, tunnel sites, etc. To op- wing-named
claimant has filed noerate mills, smelters, and do all things tice of his Intention
make final
necessary for the succesful conducting Ut'JOf in Klinoorl of hUtoclaim
iimlnr
or s uc 11 business.
To acauire, sell, ' sections 16 and 17 of the act
of March
iciu luwiiHues or lown iots. 3, i89l ,215 stats., 854), as amended
umm uiiu
ifruie eiepuone auu by the act of February 21, 1893, (27
light
electric
plants; to construct Stats., 470), and that said proof will
roads and deal in real and personal be made before the United States
property.
court commissioner at Albuquerque,
Fraternal City Publishing company. N. M., on March 9, 1901!,
viz.:
Incorporators, all of whom own 10
Placldo Sala.ar y Otero, for the S.
shares, together with postoffiee ad H.
Nf fi.'IX fnp Inf 1
ot.;in.,0
dresses are: Joseph C. Sharp, Karljaml 2(5. R)U 3 HD(, 4 goction"8 23, 24,
r Collins, and De Soto II. Grant Ol "E nn.l Oi:.
.1
or.
..!.(..
Las Vegas. .The capital stock Is $5o- - 7 north, range 2 east.
500
000. divided into
simrea of the
names the following witnesses
par value of Jluu each. The time of to He
prove his actual continuous adverse
., .
PviQlminu ft t
la
nu...l
nmfinv
ha " lracl Ior
50 years,
The nrincinal office u lo- - """",uu
y
8 1 e 8
52K,
nt
corner
cated
of Douglas avenue
'ZA,?
. ,
an(1 hlxlh stl?lt.
egas, and the ut: tun ntii;, VIA.,
Jesus Garcia, of Valencia, N. M.;
Principal agent in charge is the In-- 1
AKenpy
Corporation.! Meliton S. Otero, of Peralta, N. M.;
stnT,nt; an,rt
M. Gonzales, of Albuquerque
ohi
'or which the corporation Salvador
P?
to do a general printing N. M.; Juan Sanchez y Apodaea. of
J8,!?!11
'
n1 Peralta, N. M.
edlt. Pbl,h- 'hw1
Any person who desires to protest
f Li IIIUI.VI. a magazine and other print-- ! against the allowance
of said proof, or
Copy of articles of incorporation of who knows of any substantial reason
Cudahy Packing company. rf Nebras under the laws and regulations of the
ka, Incorporators are: E. I. Cudahy. Interior department why such proof
John torbes and ThomaH Crelgh. The should not be allowed, will be given
total capital stock of the company is an opportunity at the above mention100.000, divided into 1.000 shares of ed time and place to
of $100 each. The princl- - the witnesses of said claimant, and to
?
otuce in this territory Is located at oiler evidence In rebuttal of that sub203 West Gold avenue. Albuquerque, mitted by claimant.
and the agent in charge is R. V. I)
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Bryan, a resident of New Mexico The
Register.
object of the company is to do a pen- t:rai wiioieHaie ann reian miKineHR 111
MERCHANT TAILORING
packing house supplies.
lV-rmt-

1''

LONDON

If you art too fat it It because your food
turns to fat Instead of mutcls strength,
if you are too lean the fat producing foods
that you eat are not properly digested and

What You Eat

""WPWWW

n

Dyspeptics

Postmasters Appointed.
James F. MaKarland bag been appointed postmaster at logan, Union
county, and J one Hintjos of 1'inos
Wells, Torranco county.
Miss Adeline
Hailhaehe, formerly
of Albuquerque and Santa Ke, has
been appointed "by the president to be
postmaster nt Coronado, San Diego
county, California.

FAVORITISM IN RAILROAD RATES

F.

PRATT &CO.

Hlllsboro Creamery
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keeping with their worth. We have
a reputation tor turning out harness
which beara critical Inspection from
any viewpoint strength, style, durability, price moderation. As to the
latter, we will be glad to quote ybu
cor any time you ask It. Please ask.
In

A. E. WALKER,
riRE

INSURANCE.

Mutual Building
C Haldrldge'i

at J.

Offlc

yard.

ALBUQUERQUE CARRIAGE CO.

TOT! A GRADI
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Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Grain and Fuel.
Fine line of Imported Wines, Liquors
and Cigars. Place your order for
this line with us.
NORTH THIRD STREET.

M.

DRAGOIE

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.
G? rural Baildlng SoppHes

SCREEN DOORS
Both Phone

Dealers In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, and
all kinds of
Mm
800 North Broadway, Comer of WsV
ington Avenue. ALBUQUERDE.N. M

Third And Marquette
jMSLBRaaW.

Frh

JOHNS CM

A. D.

'

(BSlSi

SUPERINTENDENT
PORTATION

OF TRANS-

cross-examin-

1

AN ELOPING COUPLE
CAPTURED AT SANTA FE.
In response to a telegram received
at Santa Fe, Saturday afternoon, from
F. W. V1ckel of Durango, Colo.. Deputy Sheriff Jose L. Ixipez arrested,
and is holding, Roy Hamer and Marie
Snyder, a woman whom Wlckel alleges is his wife. Wickel also sent
the following telegram to Marcos Cas

B. A. SLEYSTER

INSURANCE,

Auiomano xeiepaone,

1

Bruiem
ticaucu auu wanting siting maae

order.

174.

C. W. Kouns, the superintendent

transportation for the Santa Fe

Auto phone, 671.

best satisfaction
work.

In

ALBUQUERQUE PLANING

mill
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MILL

Tolu, Tar and Wild Cherry
Is not as good as a prescription from your doctor, but It la prepared
with as much care, and Is the best all 'round "hit or miss" Cougfe
Syrup we know of.

Ton
WO OO

The Williams Drtig Co.

KINDLING
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$6.00 Per
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Located on the Belen

W.H.Hahn&Co
DOTH 'PHONES
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S53p

WEST

RAILROAD

Both 'Phonat.

AVENUE.

Subscribe iot the Citizen and Get the News
BS'SmJS

gtaxaa

of The Atchison, Topcko

Cut-o- ff

8c

yv

Santa Fe Railway

Belen is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the function of the Main Line of the Santa Fe svatem leadino- past. nH
Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

fmm
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The Belen Town and Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsite
ing $16,000;

cburches.
restaurant., etc. Belen

80
d
.treeis, with alley,
club; a popula ion of 1,500 inhabitants; Brgwt mercantile establishments
point
for
the largest .hipping
.ool, flour, wheat, wtne, bean, and bay In Central

roe8,duce!l01t,,
1.

70-fo-

FAST LIMITED EXPRESS. MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE

W.ANTA

FE ROUTE

WILL

20

feet wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old

in New Mexico; the Belen Patent Roller mill, capacity. 150
Mexi. o. It. importance a. great commercial rMlro.d
Ne

.

GO OVER

The lot offered are In the center of the city, well graded, (many 0t them Improved by cultivation) ; no
sand or
s
coal and wood yard, drug .tore, harness .bop, etc etc. Al.o a
v....

mn.

gmel

of
e

JOHN BECKER,

.hade tree.; publl. .chool hon... eo.t- barrels dally; large winery; tare, hotel,
city In the near future c.nnot be eatlm.ted.

THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST AND WEST. NORTH AND SOUTH.
We need a

first-clas-

s

bakery, tailor

bop, shoe bouse, Jeweler, plumbing

OUR PRICES OF L0T8
ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASV PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

sys-

tem, with offices in Chicago, arrived
in the city last night and was In
with several other heads of
the freight department talking over
the car shortage situation as it exlstB
at nreaent on the Santa res lines.
Mr. Woiu.b is making a trip over the

&

Colorado phone 284.

WE GIVE

OOOOCOOOC)OOCOOOOC)0000000

Give me a trial.

O. BAMBINI.
Deputy Lopez, however, caught the'
couple just as lliey stepped from an; SPECIAL
RATES TO
incoming Denver & Wo Grande train
Western
stock showed JDo?nt
A later wire from Wickel says that
convention
of
American
the
Stock
iu
..o .
i.u... .u.b.iko lur ounia Growers' association. National Live
Fe. What ne intentls to do Is prob- - stock association
.mi
lematlcal. The woman, Deputy Lopez Grower' aBRrwlaiin
Colo.,
says denies that Wickel is her hus- - January 29 and FebruaryDenver,
3,
band, and says that she will be glad tho ahnrA rwnaa trr I hi c,nt.1906. Tot
.iii
1UB uu'J't!
'
sen excursion tickets to Denver, Col- L
"oeu Urado
"helr liberty, under surveillance.
Springs and Pueblo and return
the rate of on fare I,I,1S 2 r the
It all seem verv clear whn
P'
I'URDY,
T'
stop long enough to recall that Col.i
Agent.
Mann was originally in the sleeping car
business.
I
Try a Citizen want ad

first-clas-

IS MAKING AN INSPECTION TOUR
OF THE SOUTHWESTERN LINES
OF THE SANTA FE.

U

II

The Standard Heating
Plumbing Company

OOOOOOOCXDOCXXXXX300000000
You

IhiinitArniia

:
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Colo.

n

REAL ESTATE-NOTA- RY
OVER NO. 209 WEST
pnnr.tn
RAILROAD
AVENUE, O. BAM- Room 6, Cromwell Block,
Albuquerque
BINI, PROPRIETOR

tillo, probate clerk:
"Refuse Roy Hamer and
(Snyder) Wickel
v wife, a marr aee
license.
F. W. Wickel,
Durango
111

1
REAL eft TA TP-Automatic 'phone, 635. Office, 208tt
West Gold Avenu.

UPSTAIRS,

My merchant tailoring snop lg upstairs over No. 209 West Railroad avenue, where 1 solicit the patronage of
the public. All work guaranteed first
class, aB I have had fifteun years' ex
perience in the business. Suits made
to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed and
specmc
use win not
me
e""ea-Ika
Marie niiira
1 '
a nil,

--

N. PEACH & CO.

nrrt

A

WE EXPECT
to be called upon to doctor burst water
pipes this coming cold spoil, and we
have made provision for emergencies.
Among them let's name the telephone
and night calls. We like to Bleep as
well as the next fellow, but If you're
In plumbing trouble don't hesitate to
let us know promptly. Our excellent
work and moderate charges will keep
us busy.

Red 131.

e

J

WHOLESALE
and RETAIL

The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico

ALL

UN CAR FAMINE

J.Mer&Go.

TMt

Sampson wind mills, ranch pumps
and supplies and horse-powe- r
pumping outfits.
Automatic
'Phone, 808.
Colorado

HICKORY

wagns
"

,

CHANCING

after completing contracts for feed
and oilier supplies, for their outfits.
They are bringing about sixty teams
and a mil quota cf nu n.
The climate Is ttvit thero will be
17j to L'"t nun employed in the work
which is expected to lie completeed by
the latter part of June, hut those acquainted with the enormity of the
work say that it will taUe at least six
months to complete it.
The bridge over the Cimarron will
be an enormous structure, having a
clear 400 foot water way and twelve
or fourteen feet higher from the bed
of the river than the present bridge.
Work on the new pipe line will commence soon and this will employ a
large force of men also.

DID

j

amrrrnrau
ROUTE AND
GRADE AT SPRINGER.
A. P. Wood ef Omaha, Neb., J. R;
Kng of Hastings,
M.
Neb., and
O'Kourke of Newton, Kan., were in
the city, the otlur day. says the
St cknian.
Springer
These gentle- men have the contract for the Santa
Ke work at this point and returned

OCXXXOCXXXXXXXX)COCXXXOO
"GOOD HORSESI"
WHY
NOT GOOD HARNESS?
Make matters match. If you're the
proud possessor of a fine horse or
team see to it that their equipment le

Ordera Solicited.
Fre Delivery.
tl4 South Second Street.

Secretary

"ReBAc0?s''

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO

Best on

V, 11

ffiiJJfW1!?-

are Just like new. if other laundries shrink tbem, bring them to
ui
and we will straighten them out for you.

Groceries

-

southwestern lines of th ramnnnv.
with a view to ascertaining the exact
stjtus of the situation, and while In
Albuquerque stated that he was of the
opinion that the Santa Fe was In bet- Earl 1,. Knight, of the Santa Fe en-- j tor share to handle all its freight
gineerlng corps, was in the city yeB-- ! traffic than was any of the other big
terday. leaving last niKht for Needles,' systems, and that rolling stock had
va... wnere ne is now siauuuea.
eeu onl,,red and waa beis recelved
"
K
- 1. ..11.11,...
C.
V. Kouns, superintendent
of ";:
""""'""'"l
transportation of the Santa Fe lines. . , j
ear
"Is
lamine,
Kouns
said sir.
with headquarters In Chicago; J. E.
Cnnits t0 ev,fy
Gorman, ct Chicago, general freight "'?irtJ""B
Zt
traffic mmiager for the Santa Fe sys- - 'ri
tern, and J. J. Coleman . assistant gen- .
, 6lcai uioi;
cl....o
eral freight agent of the Santa Fe, we could not
have secured a sufficient;
were in consultation In this city for a number of cars
had we forseen It. for
few hours last night. Mr. Kouns left
reason that car building com- at midnight for El Paso, Mr. Coleman the
panles have their orders to fill for
accompanying hiin.
Aincvi, w e din iu- As a result of the Investigation thai ing very nicely, everything considhas been made into the wreck which ered, and hope to have the situation
occurred at Glendma, Cal., Tuesday well in hand before many days."
night, last, by the Santa Fe officials,
A RHYME TO BOBBIE.
it was announced from the office of
Superintendent J. R. Hitchcock that
Engineer R. P. Kleinhaus and Con- Here's to the poet of Ayr,
ductor Moody of the limited, have Whose verses we greatly admire;
been dismissed from the service of
A man of much wit.
the road. V5)ile no statement to that
Yet for hours he'd sit.
effect Is directly made, still the in- And with glasses and lasses
conspire.
timation 1s also thrown out that there
may be some censure tor some other All honor to Scotland's
bard;
employes, though, as to who t bey-ar- His lot am.mg men was first
"right
hard;"
is
no
Intimation.
there
Hut a man of excesses.
And
of
maiden
caresses.
LOST HAND BAG
WITH ROLL OF MONEY. Which he "lowed his advance to retard.
Mrs. A. Roter and two children
came down from Clifton Wednesday, Tip the glass to the singer of Doon,
life was cut off, all too Boon;
en route to Riverside, Cal. While Whose
A man of great mind,
waiting at the depot for the train sti
Hut to self quite unkind;
lost her handbag, containing $305. It
is supiKised that she laid it down on Vet his sonnets to Scotland a boon.
a bench and it was picked up by a
hobo or native, a number of whom 1M "s drink to his 11virtues.
.ror
were around. A number of suspicious
,
U8' here 8
,uman
mark:
characters were arrested and searched,01
11
but no bunch of money nor anything'
J.e ,rtemenib;r h 9 Kenlus.
BkI"!
suspicious was found on any of them. W ...
fn1 .n'8 sang
remmbep
as Vhe lark,
he
Luckily, Mrs. Roter's son had the
tickets, which he had taken to show """"rn8 "linc,u't' Llks Ha". January
to ihe baggage man and have the, " '
trunks checked, so despite the loss of
the money she was able to continue
her journey wlitn the tiain came.

FOUND AT LAST

Wooieua laundered without shrinking.
We have added to our already well equipped laundery a machine wHb. which we can handle
woolens without shrinking. When we are through with them they

Staple and Fancy

I

Herman Swltzer, manager of the local Harvey curio rooms, nt the
lias returned from a business
trip to the Grand canyon.

Wholesale Grocers

xxxrTxixTTxrxxixxxxrxxxxix

Postoffice

ocoooooooooooo

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Klnde of Freeh

and Salt Meet.
8team Sausage Factory.
EMIS KLEINWORT,
Masonic Building, North Third Street.

ORGANIZED.

The following have been appointed
notaries public by Governor Herbert
J. Hagernian:
.'. N. Salaznr, Springer. Colfax
county; Harriette M. Hancock, Kellv,
Socorro county.

COR. COAL AYR.' & 2D ST.
474. West and of viaduct.
Colo, phone, 177; Auto phone,

5

THIRD STREET

MATTERS

NOTARIES PUBLIC
APPOINTED
POSTOFFICE
ESTABLISHED

and unsurpassed quality are
the features In our mammot'n
-- a furniture
emporium, which,
coupled with a low price,
makes a pleasing combination to the eye as well as the
pocket book, and appeals to
the artistic and economical
alike. See out lino of dining
room nets, all prices; pictures In new and original designs, with frames finished
to match the furniture. Mail
orders solicited.
J. D. EMMONS,

PACK SEVEN.

ho,

elanlng mill,

DEEDS.

The
Belen
Town and Improvement Company
President
WM. M. BERGER,

Secretary

J

r-

-'

i
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which fee has not recovered. The HAS A NEW CURE FOR
captain served as nn oflloer in tne
DREAD TUBERCULOSIS
lC9th Infantry In the war In Cuba,
and also In the 4uth Infantry In the
Philippines. Cnpt. Hurtles, chief or
n.nr,
'. J. D. N'ushaiini
In
lk
the local Are department, Is showing block, has just received and is Installcourtesies.
the visitors
ing a Rogers Therrmufif. i
fnr
who yesterthu cure of tuberculous, and ih
Abraham Snellenber
genu
all
SchusIrma
diseases. His father
day was married to Miss
nhvi.
DAY AND WEATHER.
nmyle. Ian of Indiana,
la
ter in the Congregation Albert
A1
of
sum
n the Installation of iha tioht mMch
presented the munificent
At Is claimed to be on
Fair tonight, colder south portion, to the temple after the weddingwhere
a of thn errant fcn
Kenipenich,
L.
of
discoveries, In the healing light line,
the residence
Wednesday fair.
Mr.
was
served,
that has as yet been devised.
the wedding dinner
Sun rose at 7:03 and set at 5:24, 8nellenbuig wns thanked for his genThe light is a 600 candle power,
giving day of 10:21. Moon will set to erosity.
direct concentration, and throws Its
night at 11:23.
Charles Bradlaugh
Marshal
States
warns in parallel rays.
Deputy . United
noted Englsh radical, member of par Forbes has returned from Demlng Is combined the heat, theWith the light
llament, writer and lecturer, died on where he hns been attending the hear- ed, penetrating into the recesses
Weather clear, ing of four Chinamen, alleged to be In wherein lurk the eerms. dent roving
this date in 1891.
1
bright and warm.
immigrahem, for It is a well known fact, that
this country contrary to the slant-eyehese bacteria, or gertim can not live
tion laws. Three of the
The stores are showing some nice residents of the Orient were ordered In the light. It la constructed on the
valentines.
old
theory of the sun's rays, combin
deported and the remaining one will
Don J. Hankin, county stiveyor, left be given another hearing at some fu- ing iieai ana light, and In destroying
Inst night for a brief business visit to ture date.
the germB, the cause, perforce, Is reHelen.
thereby worklnir a cure.
If
John C. Dodge, of Buffalo. N. Y., Is moved,
h
of what is claimed for It
W. II. Hahn, the coal man, left on In tho city, en route to El I'aso. Mr.
can
be accomplished, it will undoubtNo. 2 this morning for a flying visit to Dodge is a cripple, dragging himself
Every day of this sale has been a "howling success." Crowds came,
d
to the many who
Santa Fe.
along with the aid of his hands. edly be a
saw, they were pleased, they purchased, and sounded our
they
years ago, while a small suffer from thd "great white plague."
W. S. Wltt'wer, the Ios Eurias physi Forty-fopraises to their friends. We now start on the last three days. If
profrom
boy,
let
fall
him
her
on
a
his
today
sister
city
cian, was In the
you miss this last rare oppotunlty for bargains you will be sure to
REAL ESTATE TRANSFERS
arms and In the fall his spine was
fessional visit.
.
his
regret It.
Silua Alexander, a well known at Injured, which resulted in both ofthey
and
The following real estate transfers
torney of Ulllsboro, la In the city to- limbs becoming paralyzed,uodge
sells were recorded in probate court to
are dead to all touch.
day on business.
lead pencils for a living.
day:
at
Inspector
Walter O'Brien, oattle
Colonel D. K. B. Sellers, who has
Jose Montana, to estate of Martin
Las Vegas, Is In the city for a few purchased
up
for his private use an
Montana. 26 yards of land In El Ran- days visit with friends.
All Sulfa whicji old up to $20.00, now
814-9wagon,
to date red devil
was out In chito.
R. U llaras the Santa Fe attorney. the machine today endeavoring
All Suits which sold up to $16.00, now
11-9to
CandelRelies
Qulrlma
Romero
to
was a visitor in the metropolis touay climb telegraph poles and such other
All Suits Which sold up to $12.50, now
arla,
Ran26
al,
yards
et
El
In
of
land
8 OO
from the Capital City.
objects, but even though the automo- chlto; consideration In both of above.
All Overcoats which sold up to $22.00, now
16-7II. D. Holt and Nicholas Galles, two bile Is a noted "hill climber," It re- $32 eacQ.
All Overcoats which, sold up to $16.50, now
12-7prominent citizens of Ijos Crucea, fused to go up the pole, stopping at
Surety Investment company to Leah
All Pants which sold up to $5.00, now
3-9passed up the road for Santa Fe this the bottom of the pole, with that D. Neustadt, lots 9 and 10. block 7,
AU Pants which sold up to $400, now
morning.
,
dull, sickening thud" that you read Perea addition; consideration,
2 90
350.
All Pants which sold up to $3.00, now
John Helknap, the new superintend about.
Frances Cornog to G. L. Althelmer,
ent of the American Iumijer com
Mr. Ben Hendricks, the Northland lots 3 and 4, block 8, Northern addipany, arrived In the city last night singer, will be seen tonight In the tion; consideration, $1.
THE RAILROAD
from Kctner.
stirring romantic comedy drama "Ole
R. B. Moflett tand wife to Percy G.
AVENUE CLOTHIER.
The "Ole Olson" company has ar Olson." Mr. Hendricks is supported Cornish, release to lot 6, block 21,
rived In the city, and consequently by a company of artistic ability. Mr. Hunlng Highland addition, $1.
E. H. Dunbar and wife to N. R.
the curtain will go up on time tonight, Hendricks is a combination of goad
acting and good singing, his voice be Swan, lot 21, block 33, original town- at the usual hour.
Mrs. B. Myers and family left this ing described as a rich, sympathetic site; consideration, S925.
E. H. Dunbar to M. W. Flournoy,
morning for a visit with relatives In baritone, while his acting is magnetic
West Salem, Ohio. They will be gone and full of delightful quaint comedy lots 447 and 448, block 14, and lots
In which Tie excells.
128 and 12'J. black 10,
rm!Jo Bros,
for several weeks.
No word has been received as yet at addition; consideration, $3,000.
Judge Ira Abbott returned to Santa
the office of United States Marshal
Fe yesterday to take part in the
MATTHEW'S JERSEY DAIRY
court proceedings which will Foraker frsm Deputy Marshal Fred
Wish to announce to their patrons
Fornoff relative to the Frnnk Bell
be finished tomorrow.
they
Is now thought that Bell's and the public generally, that
Dr. Thomas Bassett Keyes, the tu case. It
have established a Depot at 510 North
alleged
was
the
made
for
confession
of
berculosis specialist, has engaged
their sanitary
purpose of creating sympathy for Third street, where
fices in The Barnett building and will sole friend,
milk and cream may be had at all
is
Fe
in
at
Jail
who
his
Santa
your orders.
Bell
locate permanently in this city.
charged with the murder of Col times. Send us
F. E. McConnell, of Holtou, Kan., Chaves, while some there are who Phone 33; Automatic, 370.
o
wlu succeeds A. J. Loomia as deputy maintain that Bell Is merely lying to
gills
equal pint
$1.15
Internal revenue collector, has ar- Becure a little cheap newspaper no CORN
1.25
COARSE
CORN
CHOP,
his
In
assumed
Fe
Santa
and
rived
of
I
oysters,
2
of
pints,
water,
equal
quart
toriety.
1.30
CORN CHOP, FINE
new duties.
AND
HAY
FEED.
BEST
THE
of
tub
oysters
Our Black Cat Stockings for Chll
D. J. Leahy, the assistant United
CLARKVILLE PRODUCE CO.,
States attorney for New Mexico, who dren. Women and Men will outwear
2 pints, solid meats, NO water, . equal quart
602 SOUTH FIRST ST.
was nt Las Cruces on legal matters anv other brand you may have tried
o
passed up t'ae road for Las Vegas this so far. They fit well and make your
of Sealsbipt Oy sters
WE ARE HEADQUARTERS
They are dyed
feet comfortable.
morning.
your
Phone
kinds.
Wood
of
all
For
Prices
Darby A. Day, the general south with absolutely fast colors.
Sealshipt
Mays orders or call at 502 South First
Sealshipt
western manager of the Mutual Life run from 15c314to ",0c a pair. C.avenue.
JOHN S. BEAVEN.
street
West Railroad
Insurance company, came in from El Shoe Store,
Standard
Pnso this morning and will remain
BASKET BALL.
Selects
FOR MERGER OF TWO
MAJORS VS. MINORS, TO DECIDE
few days.
STOCK ASSOCIATIONS.
CHAMPIONSHIP.
Sealshipt Blue Points
N. E. Stevens, who is suffering with
Denver, Colo., Jan. 30. The Joint TERRITORIAL
a very severe attack or astnma, ex convention of the American Stock GAME CALLED AT 8:30, AT THE
2.
FRIDAY,
FEBRUARY
CASINO,
nects to leave tomorrow night for Growers' Association and the Na
Faywood hot springs. He will be ab tional Live Stock Association opened DANCE AFTER GAME.
sent probably a week or ten days.
here today. The two organizations
Mrs. Albert Elsemann, wife of an recently decided to form a merger,
extensive Boston. Mass., wool buyer, the new corporation to be known as
arrived on the Limited today to visit the National Live Stock Commission
her mother. Mrs. Albert Grunsfeld whose membership shall be made up
and brothers, Alfred, Ivan and James entirely of producing Interests and
'
BFST."
"THE
Grunsfeld.
which 'shall be a general central as
Thomas A. Rlckel, of the grocery sembly or clearing house for all na
department of Babbett Bros., Flag- tional live stock and breeders' Assostaff, Ariz., was in the city yesterday, ciations, fhose bodies to be
and friends made him enjoy himself with each other. The National Live
in the metropolis of the future state Stock commission Is to appoint stand
ing committees from the various in
of Arizona.
Rev. Mr. Ludden, of Omaha, Neb. ter'sts. Including the packers and rail
western field secretary of the Luth roads; these committees to be made
eran denomination, will conduct serv- up with a majority of their person
kes lu the new German Lutheran nel actual producers.
church this evening at 8 o'clock. . Ev FOR
PURCHASE OF
erybody Is cordially Invited.
WEBSTER'S OLD HOME
There will bo a meeting of the
,
:
N. H.. Jan. 30. The
Guild of St. John's church at the rec
tory tomorrow afternoon at 3 o'clock Franklin Woman's Club has started a
movement for securing proper protec
P. m. Import aut business In connec
and, if possible, escrow owner
tion with repairs of Guild. hall. All tion.
of the Daniel Webster birth
members are requested to be present ship,
place, in this city. At two separate
Theodore Hertz, auditor of the times the matter of state ownership
Cleveland, Ohio, gas company, who lias been carried to the state login
has been residing at Santa Fe for lature, but the project met with a cold
some time past for the benefit of his reception botn times, and the prop
THE CUSHIONED DOUBLETREE 8AVE3 THE HORSE'S SHOULDER.
health, arrived in Albuquerque last erty at last passed into the hands of
night and will remain the rest of the private parties. The club will make
winter, or until his health Improves another determined effort to Induce
T. J. Robs, a well known stock rais
tho legislature to appropriate funds for
er of Sierra county, Is In the city the purchase of the property and for
401-40- 3
ir
Yesterday Colonel Hopewell had the preserving it as a memorial to Daniel
gentleman In tow, showing him cour Webster.
tesles. Mr. Ross is chock full of In
Mexico
terestlng stories of early life on the CELEBRATES TRAGIC
plains of southern New Mexico, and
Other Farm Implements
Plows
on
Write
and
IZZ
for Wholesale Prices
DEATH OF RUDOLPH
Vienna, Jan. 30. The seventeenth
he told several yesterday afternoon.
City.
The largest stock west of Kansas
and
Hon. H. M. Dougherty, the Socorro anniversary of the mysterious
attorney, was a visitor in the city over tragic death of Crown Prince Rudolf
a observed today by masses in the
tiicht, leaving for his home this morn
Inc. During his stay In the city Mr, palace church and lu thi Capauehin
RANCH EGGS
ivmgherty stated that Socorro and the chapel. In the vault of which the hody
of the prince is deposited. The em
surrounding country was enjoying
VALLEY
RIO GRANDE
FROM
season of prosperity as great as ever peror and members of the lmperall
before In the history of tnat bustling royal family visited the tomb and de RAISERS, 35 CENTS A DOZEN. SEE
posited flowers on the sarcophagus. J. F. PALMER, 501 NORTH FIRST
little city.
Capt. and Mrs. Q. E. McDowell, of Kloral gifts were also sent from sev- STREET.
REGULAR MEALS, 25 CENTS.
Evausville. lnd.. are in tne city, and eral of the European courts, among OOCX300CXDOOOCOCOOCXXcXX300
them a beautiful wreath from Kmper-o- r
Service a la carte, Day and Night. Private dining rooms.
will probably remain In this clrmat
William.
indefinitely. The captain Is a mem
HIGHEST PRICE PAID FOR
OYSTERS RECEIVED DAILY. FISH, LOBSTERS AND GAME IN
ber of the Evansvllle fire departmen
OLD CLOTHING.
TALKS TO
SEASON.
and last July, while fighting a Mg fire CLEVELANDNEW
M. Langer,
YORK DOCTORS.
Under Savoy Hotel, opposite Passenger Hotel.
in a wholesale grocery estaiiiisnmem
303
FIRST
SOUTH
STREET.
Y.,
N.
Albany.
Jan. 3D. The New
he was overcome with smoke and from
C. E. SUNTACG, Proprietor.
Corner of Silver Avenue.
York Medical Society, which is celebrating Its centennial Jubilee, will OOOCODOCOOOCXX)OOOOOOCXCOC
hold its annual niietliii; lu re tonight.
Cleveland uill deliver
the principal address ut the meeting.
Harry I"hr was mosle-- t
rUht,
all Hunt, but not mote modest than M "nil
New
other
Yorkers.
lots of
Why,
some of them were so modest that
HARDWARE
WHOLESALE
RETAIL
to
have
paid
their luuues kept
they
paper.
out of the

LOCAL AND

THE

PERSONAL

K 314 WEST

AYLft

KANGAROO
KANGAROO
BOX CALF.
BOX CALF,

Wednesday Night, Jan. 3

5'i

d

HAVE YOU BEEN IN?

one-tent-

God-sen-

ur

Mens Good Clothes Cheap

1-7-

1 65

CALF, 13 TO 2
CALF, 21, TO 51,
13 TO 2
2V TO 6'a

2 00
2 OO
2-2-

New Goods

1-9-

are being constantly received, which
insures our customers receiving perfectly fresh articles. We handle only
the best and most reliable brands ot
every kind of food products, and sell
price.
them at
bed-roc-

k

F. F. TROTTER
Nos.

118

and

South Second St

120

ooooooooooooo

1

corvflilHi--

ii BO!

Sale Ends

Wear

Every pair has solid soles and counters.
Every pair is as honest as strong leather, strong lining and thread and skilled
workmanship can produce. The clumsiness is left out of these Shoes not the
wear. They are made for active boys,
fit well and look neat.
8ATIN CALF, 13 TO 2
SI 50
8ATIN CALF, 2'2 TO

room

.

C

es Tha

S

is

RAILROAD

30, 19"fl.

GEO. W. HICKOX & CO.

I

NEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS
Successors to Mr. H. E. Fox.

SIMON STERN

oooooooooo oo$ooooooo

....

Liquid Measure

4

t

t

t

Having purchased the stock and good will of Mr. H. E. Fox
solicit your patronage.
the aliove business, we respectfully
, two black walnut
February
We shall offer for sale for delivery
wall cases and some up to date show cases, to make room for our
new furnishings. Call at the etore and Inspect them.
In

South Second Street

The Arch Front

oooooooo ooooook ooo

mo9

A
DIAMONDS

Money to Loan
All
v

J

Jewelry stock, at

sizes and vahies; watches, rings and general
Uarg.uil

laira.

UNREDEEMED PLEDGES AT LOW PRICES.

HENRY YANOW, the Pawn Broker
114 WEST RAILROAD

Private entrance on side street.

oocooooooo

AVENUE.

OOO000OO0O

Sash, Doors,
Glass,
Cement and Rex Flintkote
ROOfing.

Mail Orders Promptly Filled.

ALBUQUERQUE

First and Marquette,

LUMBER
-

CO.

Albuquerque, N.

M.

THE

EVERETT

Diamond

Palace

RAILROAD AVE.
Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware.
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

I

THE

GREAT
S ATTRACTING

We Invite

THE BIRDSELL WAGON

Fra-nklln-

WHITNEY COMPANY!

113-115-l-

000000COC
WHERE TO D INE WELL

Mil

There will be an ono'im simper,
the ladies of the ,. m. E.
church Tuesday eve:i'..:;, .Unitary 20.
on Second street at N..
Supper
will begin at 6 o'cl k p. U. Everybody Invited.
BURGLAR y7
Protect yourself asa nst UurKlara hy
taking out a policy, sure projection.
piven hy

Men's and Boys' Suits

T. H. KENT.
112 SouMi Third street.

$2 to $4 per suit.

STUDY OUR Wl NDOWS
Wett Gold

o-o- o

Santa Fe Restaurant

THE ATTENTION

E. L. WASHBURN CO.

North First Street
and Arizona.

South First Street
Wholesal Distributers for New

oooooo)ooooooo

of the citv's
most economical buyers. The men and women
who know the value of money and who appreci
ate good values, are buying our

110

WORLD'S

1

WM M

at a saving to them of from

ooo

oooooooooo

"SHE" LIKES
FLOWERS
Whether "ahe"
l:

the mogt
heart,
membrance la a
ful flowert. Ne Ju
thinking, perhapi. y

122
S. Bmoond

.

;
.

n,

or hweot.
t.i'.ie reof beauti-

nton this

fi,r

t

IVES, IjLTtoffsr
119

WEST SANTA FE AVENUE
Aute Phone, H8.

F. MYERS Proprietors
Auto. Phone 185

WM. McINTOSH

C

Colo. Phone 197

J
M

AfOlV IS THE TIME to buy your Heating Stoves.
eelling them out

at actual cost,

f
AND INSPECT

CALL the

Southwest.

p

M

We are
M

p

the largest stock of Stoves and Ranges

215 West Railroad Ave.

ALBUQUERQUE,

-

-

NEW MEXICO

H
H
H

